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Safety rules 
Warning 
Any work that requires the running of the engine must be done in a well-ventilated place. 
Do not run the engine in any closed place. 
The exhaust contains highly poisonous carbon monoxide. 
Gasoline is highly flammable and explosive. Smoking, flames and sparks are prohibited in the workshop. 
 
 
 
 
 
Service rules 
Please use the lubricating oil, components or other substitutes that our company recommends. 
Components other than those that meet our specifications may damage your motorcycle.  
New gaskets/seal rings, O-rings and split pins shall be used for reassembling. 
While fastening bolts and screws please first fasten the ones that have bigger diameter or are inside with 
specified wrenching torque and a diagonal order unless specific order is defined.  
Clean the disassembled parts with non-flammable or quick-effect solvent and oil the sliding surface with 
lubricant before assembling. 
To ensure correct assembling and operation, mark the parts when they are disassembled and place 
them properly. 
Use metric tools only in motorcycle service. Do not replace metric bolts and nuts with inch size ones. 
Incorrect tools and fasteners may damage your motorcycle. 
Assemble cables in accordance with the cable procedures on Pages 1-10 to 1-14. Keep cables away 
from sharp surfaces and edges which may scratch cable insulation. 
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Identification 
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Specification 
 

 Items Specifications 
Total length 85.04" (2160mm) 
Total width 32.48" (825mm) 
Total height 70.08" (1780mm) 
Ground clearance 4.33" (110mm) 
Wheelbase 64.57" (1640mm) 
Net weight 170kg 

Dimensions 

  

Type --- 
FR. suspension FR. shock absorber 
RR. suspension RR. shock absorber, 
FR. tire size 130/60-13 
FR. tire pressure 200kPa 
RR. tire size 200/55-7 
RR. tire pressure  
With driver only 200kPa 
With driver and passenger 225kPa 
FR. brake Disc hydraulic braking 
  
RR. Brake Drum brake 
  
Fuel tank capacity 6.0L ± 0.5L (1.5 gallons) 

Frame 

  

Type Gasoline engine, air cooling, 4 stroke 
Cylinder Single cylinder 
Bore x stroke 57.4 X 57.8mm 
Displacement capacity 149.6cc 
Cylinder compression ratio 9.2:1 
Oil capacity 0.9L (oil discharge) 
 1 .0L (disassembly) 
RR. deceleration gearbox oil 0.3L 
 Pressure and splash lubrication 
Lubricating system Papery, sponge dry air filter 
Air Filter system 1.10-1.30MPa 
Cylinder compression pressure  
 0° 
Intake valve  Open 5°BTDC                            RISE mm 
 Close 25°ABDC  
Exhaust valve  Open 33°BBDC  
 Close 0°ATDC   
Valve clearance when taking in 0.0011-0.0015" 

Engine 

When exhausting 0.0019-0.0023" 
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 Items Specifications 

Carburetor Type Vacuum piston type 

Driving gears Clutch Dry auto centrifugal type 

  

Ignition mode CDI 

Spark plug clearance 0.236-0.0275" 

Headlamp (Low/High) 12V-35W/35W 

Position lamp 12V/5 Wx2 

Taillight/Brake light 12V/21W 

Front turning light 12V/16W 

Rear turning light 12V/10W 

License plate light 12V/5W 

Battery 12V/9Ah 

Electrical 
system 
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Torque  for  Engine 
 

Items 
 

Qty Thread Dia. 
(in/mm) 

Torque                   
N-m/kgf-m 

Remark
s 

Lubricating system     
Oil strainer cap 1 1.181"  (30) 1.82-2.43  18-24  
Oil pump assembly screw 1 0.197"  (5) 0.81-1.22      8-12  

Cylinder head/valve     
Cylinder head cover bolt 4 0.236"  (6) 1.01-1.22      10-12  
Cylinder head bolt 2 0.236"  (6) 0.81-1.22      8-12  
Spark plug 1 0.394"  (10) 1.22-1.42      12-14  
Rocker support fastening nut 4 0.315"  (8) 2.53-3.24      25-32  
Valve adjustment screw locknut 2 0.0197" (5) 0.51-1.01      5-10  
Throttle cable locknut 1 0.236"  (6) 0.41             4  
Driving wheel/clutch/ driven wheel     
Driving wheel end face nut 1 0.476"  (12) 5.06-6.08      50-60  
Clutch outer side nut  1 0.476"  (12) 5.06-6.08   50-60  
Driven disc fixing nut 1 1.1023" (28) 5.06-6.08      50-60  

Magneto/overrunning clutch     
Fan cover bolt 2 0.236"  (6) 0.81-1.22      8-12  
Cooling fan bolt 4 0.236"  (6) 0.81-1.22     8-12  
Flywheel fixing nut 1 0.476"  (12) 5.57-6.08     55-60  
Stator bolt 2 0.236"  (6) 0.81-1.22     8-12  
Magneto cable clip fixing bolt 2 0.236"  (6) 0.81-1.22     8-12  
Overrunning clutch fixing nut 1 0.866"  (22) 9.62-10.18   95-100  
Clutch cover bolt 3 0.236"  (6) 0.81-1.22     8-12  
Ignition impulse generator fix bolt 2 0.197"  (5) 0.51-1.01      5-10  

Crankcase/crank shaft     
Right crankcase bolt 2 0.236"  (6) 0.81~1.22     8~12  
Oil drain bolt 1 0.476"  (12) 1.82-2.03     18 20  

 
Frame 

Items Qty Thread Dia. 
(in/mm) 

Torque                   
N-m/kgf-m 

Remarks 

Fuel System     
Fuel switch     

Engine Cover     
Engine bracket bolt (Frame side) 1 0.394"  10 5.06     50  
Nut (Engine side) 1 0.394"  10 5.06     50  
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The torque values listed above are applicable to the most important fixing points. 
In case the specific values are not listed above, the following standards shall apply. 
 

Fastener 
specifications 

Torque       
Kgf-m/N-m 

Fastener specifications Torque Kgf-
m/N-m 
(max) 

0.197" hex bolt and nut 0.51   5 0.197" screw 0.41 4 
0.236" hex bolt and nut 1.01  10 0.236" screw 0.91 9 
0.315" hex bolt and nut  2.23  22 0.236" flange bolt (0.315" head)  0.91 9 
0.394" hex bolt and nut 3.54  35 0.236" flange bolt (0.394" head) 1.22  12 
0.472" hex bolt and nut 5.56  55 And nut  

  0.315" flange bolt and nut 2.73 27 
  0.394" flange bolt and nut 4.05 40 

 
Oiling and sealing positions 
 

Positions Lubricants Remarks 
Cylinder inner wall Engine oil  
Cylinder double-head screw bolt   
Crank shaft   

Big end of connecting rod and bearing   
Timing chain drive sprocket   
Small end of connecting rod   

Piston   
Sliding surface   
Piston pin hole   
Piston ring groove   

Piston pin outer surface   
Piston ring   
Camshaft bearing and camshaft sprocket   
Timing chain   
Rocker bracket and sliding surface   
Valve adjusting screw, locknut   
Rocker shaft sliding surface   
Sliding surface of intake/exhaust valve   
Oil pump rotor   
Oil pump shaft   
Oil pump drive sprocket   
Oil pump driven sprocket   
End driving shaft teeth and bearing   
Middle shaft teeth and bearing surface   
Middle gear teeth   
End shaft bearing   
End gear teeth   
Electric start deceleration gear shaft   
Electric start deceleration gear sprocket   
Overrunning clutch and gear   
Electric start drive gear sprocket and sliding 
surface 

  

Overrunning clutch outer side sliding   
All bearings Supramoly(1:1 engine  
All O-rings and oil seal rings oil and supramoly)  
Camshaft salient   
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Driven end face   

Pivot internal surface at driven end face Lubricant Remarks 
Removable cam slot at driven end face   
Bearing outer side at driven end face   
Bearing internal side at driven end face Multi-function grease  
Kickback starting idler wheel   
Spring and bearing   
Shaft sliding surface   
Groove   
Kickback pivot   
Sliding surface   
Pivot sliding surface   

 
Positions Lubricant Remarks 
FR. wheel dust seal Multipurpose grease Sliding surface of brake disc 
Speedometer gear seat seal No. 2 or substitute Can not be attached 
RR. brake  Brake drum surface 

Cam shaft surface  Can not be attached 
Fixed pin sliding surface   
Dust proof sealing lip   

Main stand swivel support pivot surface   
Side stand pivot surface   

Speedometer gear seat   
Gear seat internal surface No. 0 or substitute  
Gear roll surface   

 
Parts Lubricant Remarks 
Steering stem bearing Lime grease  
RR. axle nut and screw threads Grease  

Main cylinder oil cup DOT3 or DOT4  

FR. brake lever Grease  
Brake lever pivot surface   
Piston contacting locations   
Right/left rubber handgrip inside surface Rubber adhesive  

Throttle pulling cable piping wall Silicified lubricating 
grease or other 
substitutes 

 

Odometer flexible shaft diolame wall Silicified lubricating 
grease or other 
substitutes 
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Assembling cables 
 
When assembling cables, please note that 
 
Loose cables may endanger your safety. After 
fixing them, please check for firmness. 
 
Do not place cable in welded joints or at the end 
of retaining clips. 
 
Please fix cables with their respective tapes to 
the designed places and fasten the tapes so 
that the insulation side holds the cable. 
 
The assembled cables shall not be too tight or 
too loose. 
If cables touch sharp edges or angles, protect 
them with electrician tape or flexible insulation 
tubes. Before binding them with electric tape, 
clean the cable thoroughly. 
 
Cables damaged in insulation shall not be used 
until wrapped with protective adhesive tape. 
 
Keep cables away from exhaust pipe or other 
heating parts. 
 
Make sure grommets are placed in their slots. 
Please check the fixed cables to avoid any 
contact with moving or sliding parts. 
 
Check the assembled cables for any twisting or 
entangling. 
 
Cable assembled along the handle bar should 
not be too tight or too loose. 
 
Do not bend or twist cables. Damaged cables 
will not work properly and may stick 
somewhere. 
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Special tools 
The following special tools are necessary tools for proper adjustment and assembling. Only the proper 
specific tools should be used so as to avoid any damages caused by unsuitable tools or non-
professional skills. 
 

Name/purpose of tool Line drawing 
Rocker arm dismounting tool  
Counterweight 
Bolt 
 
 
 
 
For rocker arm shaft dismounting  

Wrench for adjusting nut of steering handle 
For loosening or tightening the ring nut of 
steering handle 
 
 
  
Valve adjusting spanner 
For adjusting the valve clearances 
 
 
 
  
Gasoline gage 
For measuring the fuel level in float 
chamber of carburetor 
 
 
 
  

T-shape handle 
Tool for fixing shock absorber stem 
Fox fixing the shock absorber stem of front 
fork when dismounting or mounting 
 
 
 
 

 

Flywheel puller 
For dismounting the flywheel 
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Name/purpose of tool Line drawing 
Hammers  
Guider 
 
 
Designed for assembling the oil seal of 
front fork 

 
Clearance gauge 
 
Designed for clearance measurement 

 
Manometer 
 
Designed for checking the pressure of 
cylinder 

 
Engine tachometer 
 
Designed for checking the engine speed 
(rpm) 

 
Micrometer 
 
Designed for measuring the outside circle 
diameter of piston 

 
Timing lamp 
 
Designed for checking the ignition timing 

 
Valve amendment tool 
 
Designed for amendment of valve and 
valve seat 

 
Multimeter 
 
Designed for measurement of voltage, 
current resistance 
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Name/purpose of tool Line drawing 
Valve spring compressor  
Joint 
Designed for dismounting and mounting 
valve and valve spring 
 
  

Valve duct screwdriver 
 
Designed for dismounting and mounting 
valve guide 

 
Valve duct reamer 
 
Designed for trimming new valve guide 

 
Bearing stripper 
 
Designed for dismounting bearings 
 
 
  
Bearing installing tool  
Designed for mounting bearings 

 
Inside micrometer 
 
Designed for measuring the inner diameter 
of rocker arm hole etc. 
 
 
  

Impact screwdriver 
 
Designed for removal of damaged screws 
and bolts 
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About maintenance 
General  
Warning 
Any work that requires the running of the engine must be done in a well-ventilated place. Do not run the 
engine in any closed place. The exhaust contains highly poisonous carbon monoxide that is dangerous 
and lethal. Please run the engine in an open place or properly ventilated enclosed place. 
 
Repeated contact with waste oil may cause skin cancer. As you will not handle waste oil every day, the 
chance to develop skin cancer is slim. However, it is advisable to wash your hand thoroughly with soap 
each time you handle waste oil. 
This part describes how to check and replace engine oil and how to clean oil strainer.  
 
Specifications 
 

Engine oil tank capacity 0.9L at oil drainage  
1.0L at disassembly 

Recommended oil Qlink 4-stroke engine oil or its substitute. 

 API grade: SF or SG 
 
Lubricant model: 
SAE10W/30 or SAE 15w/40  
When you drive your motorcycle in a 
region where the average 
temperature is listed below, the 
engine oil with a viscosity as shown 
below could also be used. 

 

 
Engine oil mm(in) 
 

 Items Standard Values Application Limit 
Oil 
pump 

Top clearance between outer 
rotor and inner rotor 

------ 0.12(0.0047") 

 
 

Clearance between outer rotor 
and pump body 

------ 0.12(0.0047") 

 
 

Clearance between rotor end 
face and pump body 

0.05-0.10(0.0019-0.0039") 0.20(0.0078") 

 
Wrenching Torque 
Engine oil strainer cap 24N • m(2.43kgf-m) 
Engine pump assembly screw 10N • m(1.01 kgf-m) 
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Troubleshooting 
 

Engine oil amount reduction Engine oil polluted 
•  Engine oil leakage 

•  Valve tube or the oil seal valve tube is worn 

• Engine oil is not replaced as scheduled. 

 the oil seal valve tube is unqualified 

•  Damaged or improper piston ring • Piston rings are worn 

•  Engine oil not enough  

•  Worn cylinder  
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Checking engine oil level 
Warning 
Any work that requires the running of the engine 
must be done in a well-ventilated place. Do not 
run the engine in any closed place. The exhaust 
contains highly poisonous carbon monoxide that is 
dangerous and lethal. 
 
Start the engine and let it run idle for 2-3 minutes 
 
Stop the engine and let the motorcycle stand up 
vertically on the ground. 
 
Keep the motorcycle stopped for at least 5 
minutes. Take out the oil dipstick, clean it and put 
it back without screwing in. 
 
Take it out again and check the oil level. 
 
If the oil level is below the lower limit of the 
dipstick, please fill the tank with the recommended 
engine oil till the oil level goes up to the upper 
limit. 
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Replacing engine oil and oil strainer 
Warning 
Any work that requires the running of the engine 
must be done in a well-ventilated place. Do not 
run the engine in any closed place. The exhaust 
contains highly poisonous carbon monoxide that is 
dangerous and lethal. 
 
Repeated contact with waste oil may cause skin 
cancer. As you will not handle waste oil every day, 
the chance to develop skin cancer is slim. 
However, it is advisable to wash your hand 
thoroughly with soap each time you handle waste 
oil. 
 
Attention 
Please drain the engine oil when the engine is 
preheated and the motorcycle is supported by the 
side stand. When the oil strainer cap is removed, 
the oil strainer and spring will come out with the oil 
strainer cap. Please use socket wrench or 0.67ʺ″ 
sleeve to prevent slide on the oil strainer cap. 
 
Remove oil strainer cap. 
 
Discharge all the remaining oil by times of treading 
the starting lever. 
 
Clean oil strainer. 
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Check whether the oil strainer and O-ring are in 
good condition. 
 
Install oil strainer. 
 
Refill the crankshaft case with specified engine oil. 
 
Engine oil capacity: 0.9L 
When discharging oil 
Mount and tighten the strainer cap to the required 
torque. 
 
Screwing torque: 24N ⋅  m (2.43kfg-m) 
Start the engine and let it run idly for 2-3 minutes 
and then stop it. 
 
Set the motorcycle upward on the ground and 
check the engine oil level. The engine oil should 
reach the upper limit of the oil dipstick and be sue 
of no oil leakage. 

 

Oil Pump 
Disassemble 
Remove the connector of the magneto output 
cable (see chapter 9). 
 
Remove the right crankshaft case cover (see 
chapter 9). 
 
Remove the overrunning clutch (see chapter 9). 
 
Remove the bolt, limit board and the nut. 
 
Remove the driven chain wheel, pump drive chain 
and the pump. 
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Remove the bolts and the oil pump. 
 
Disassemble the oil pump 
Disassemble the following parts: 
Screw 
Oil pump cover 
Inner rotor and outer rotor 
Rotor shaft 
Oil pump body 
 

Checking

 

Measure the clearance between the outer rotor 
and the oil pump body.

 
 

Service limit: 0.0047 ʺ″
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Measure the top clearance of the inner and outer 
rotors. 
 
Service limit: 0.0047ʺ″  
 
Measure the clearance between the rotor end face 
and the oil pump end face. 
 
Extreme service limit: 0.0078ʺ″  
 

 
Assembly 
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Oil the following parts and mount them inside the 
oil pump body: 
 
- Rotor shaft 
 
- Inner rotor and outer rotor 
 
- Oil pump cover 
 
Put the screw and tighten it. 
Screwing torque: 10N ⋅  m(1.01kgf⋅m) 
 
Check if the oil pump works steadily. 
 
Mounting 
Mount the oil pump and tighten it with the bolts. 
 
Mount the driven chain wheel and the drive chain 
of the pump. 
 
Attention 
While mount oil pump drive sprocket, keep the 
cut-off wall and the oil pump rotor shaft in a line. 
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Mount the locknuts. 
 

 
Mount the limit board. 
 
Mount the overrunning clutch (see chapter 9). 
 
Mount the right crankshaft case cover (see 
chapter 9). 
 
Mount the connector of the magneto output cable 
(see chapter 9). 
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Maintenance 
General  
•  Gasoline is very flammable and easy to cause explosion under certain conditions. Maintenance work 

should be done in a well-ventilated place and the engine has stopped working. Smoking, fire or 
sparks is prohibited at your workshop or the place where gasoline is stored. 

•  Any work that requires the running of the engine must be done in a well-ventilated place. Do not run 
the engine in any closed place. The exhaust contains highly poisonous carbon monoxide that is 
dangerous and lethal. Please run the engine in an open place or a closed with properly ventilated 
device. 

 
Specifications 
 

Engine  
Free travel of the throttle handlebar 0.079-0.236ʺ″ 

Spark plug A7RTC 
Spark plug clearance 0.024-0.31ʺ″ 

Valve clearance (intake and exhaust valve) IN:0.0011-0.0015ʺ″, EX:0.0019-0.0023ʺ″ 

Engine idle speed 1700±100(r/min) 

Cylinder compression pressure 1.10-1.30MPa 
 
Rear deceleration Gear Oil 

Engine oil  
capacity 

0.9L Oil drainage  
0.11L Disassembly 

Recommended oil Qlink 4-stroke engine oil or its substitute. 

 API grade: SF or SG 
 
Lubricant model: 
SAE 10W/50 or SAE 15w/40  
Gear oil: SAE85W-140 

When the average temperature in the 
area you drive our motorcycle is listed 
below, the engine oil with a viscosity 
as shown below could also be used. 
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Frame 
  Front Rear 

Tire size  130/60-13 200/55-7 

Cdd tirepressure Driver only 200kpa 225kpa 

 Driver and passenger 200kpa 225kpa 

 
Wrenching Torque 
Spark Plug 14N ⋅  m(1.42kgf⋅m) 
 
Valve adjustment screw locknut 10N ⋅  m(1.01kgf⋅m) Oil the screw thread 
 
Tools 
 
Spark plug socket 
 
Gun type tire pressure gauge 
 
Timing gun 
 
Cylinder pressure gauge 
 
Clearance gauge 
 
Valve adjusting wrench 
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Fuel pipe 
Remove seat, seat cushion pad and the fuel tank 
(see chapter 14). 
 
 
 
 
Replace cracked, damaged or leaking fuel pipe. 
 
 
 
If the oil flow is tiny, Please check the fuel filter or 
the fuel pipe to see if they have any build up. 
Otherwise please check the oil pump and the 
Vacuum pipe to see if they are damaged or loose. 
 
 
 
Clean or replace it if necessary. 
 
 
 

 
Throttle handle 
 
Check the throttle cable if it is in good condition, 
please replace it when necessary. 
 
Check the free travel at the throttle handle flange. 
 
Throttle handle free travel: 0.079-0.236ʺ″  
 
Mainly adjust the adjusting nut of the carburetor. 
 
Unscrew the locknut and adjust the free travel by 
adjusting the nut. 
 
Auxiliary adjustment is the adjuster on the handle 
bar. 
 
Slip downward the rubber sleeve and loosen 
locknut. Turn the adjuster to a free travel of 0.079-
0.236ʺ″. Tighten the locknut and slip rubber sleeve 
to its original position. 
 
If the nut or throttle cable is damaged, please 
replace it. 
 
Check whether the throttle handle is able to turn 
smoothly and return completely.  
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Maintenance schedule 
Please maintain your motorcycle for each maintenance cycle according to the maintenance table in this 
manual. I: Please check, clean, adjust and lubricate if necessary. R: replacement, C: cleaning. The 
Items below require that you have some mechanical knowledge. Items marked with one or two asterisks 
(*) may require more knowledge and tools. Please contact with your distributor. 
 

Which ever Standard is reached 
× 1,000km 1 4 8 12 Mileage 

readings 
(Note 1) × 1,000mi 0.6 2.5 2 7.5 

 
Frequency 

 
Items Number of months  6 12 18 

Reference 
pages 

 Fuel pipe Note 2   I I I 3-4 
 Throttle handle Note 3   I I I 3-4 
 Air Filter   C C R C 3-6 
 Spark plug    I R I 3-7 
 Valve clearance   I I I I 3-7 
 Engine oil   Check every 3,000km (2,000mi) 2-4 
 Oil strainer      C 2-5 
 Engine idle speed   I I I I 3-9 

 Transmission belt   
Check every 8,000km (5,000mi) 

Replace every 24000km (15,000mi) 
3-9 
8-5 

 Rear deceleration 
gear oil Note 5      3-10 

 Brake fluid Note 5   I I I 3-12 
 Worn brake pad    I I I 3-12 
 Braking system   I I I I 3-12 
* Brake light switch   I I I I 19-7 

* Head light beaming 
angle    I I I 3-13 

** Worn clutch pad     I  8-12 
 Side stand    I I I 3-14 
* Suspension system    I I I 3-14 
** Nut/bolt/fastener Note 4  I  I  3-15 
** Wheel/tire    I I I 3-15 

** Steering stem 
bearing   I   I 3-15 

 
Please maintain your motorcycle by your distributor unless you have suitable tools, service data and 
mechanical knowledge. 
** For safety, it is recommended that the maintenance should be done by your distributor. 
Notes: 
1. When the mileage reading is rather large, please repeat the operation within the frequency period 
listed herein. 
2. In humid regions, the maintenance and service shall be done more frequently. 
3. In the rain or with valve wide open, the maintenance and service should be done more frequently. 
4. Frequent full load riding requires more frequent maintenance and service. 
5. Replace every two years and the replacement requires mechanical technology. 
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Air filter 
 
Disassembling and installation 
 
Remove the rear fender (see chapter 14) 
 
Disassemble 3 bolts 
 
Disassemble the clip of inlet pipe 
 
Disassemble clips of air pipe 

 
Check and clean the filter element as per the 
Maintenance Table (see page 3-4). 
 
Remove the filter element assembly. 
 
Please replace the filter element if there is 
damage. 
 
Caution: 
In case the filter element is covered with dust, 
clean it with compressed air or soft brush.  
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Spark plug 
Clean the dirt from around the spark plug 
seat. 
 
Remove spark plug cap and unscrew spark 
plug. 
 
Check spark plug electrodes for any 
damage. 
 
The central electrode shall be in square 
angle, and side electrode of equal thickness. 
 
In case of obvious damage or cracked 
insulation, replace the spark plug. 
 
Recommended spark plug: A7RTC 
Measure spark plug clearance with a 
clearance gauge. 
Spark plug clearance: 0.0236-0.0314ʺ″  
Clearance adjust by carefully bending the 
side electrode. 
 
Mount the gasket of spark plug, screw in 
spark plug with hand, and wrench it with a 
spark plug socket to the set torque. 
Wrenching torque: 14N ⋅  m(1.42kgf⋅m) 
Mount the spark plug cap. 
 
Tools: Spark plug socket 
Clearance gauge 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Valve clearance 
Attention 
Adjust the valve clearance only when the 
engine is cooled (below 35°C/95°F) 
 
Remove the central cover (chapter 14) 
 
Remove the rubber cap of timing hole 
(chapter 3) 
 
Remove cylinder head cover (chapter 6) 
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Rotate the crankshaft clockwise 2 turns or adjust the 
mark on the right crankshaft case more to align the 
mark with the center position of the marks “T” and “-
” on the flywheel 
 
 
 
 
Caution 
Do not rotate the crankshaft counterclockwise as the 
closedown device will work and you could not make 
a proper adjustment and get a suitable valve 
clearance. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Insert a clearance gauge between valve adjustment 
screw and valve stem end to measure the valve 
clearance. 
Valve clearance: 
Clearance between inlet and exhaust valves: 
IN:0.0011-0.0015ʺ″  
EX:0.0019-0.0023ʺ″  
Tools:clearance gauge 
 
Loosen valve adjusting nut and turn valve adjusting 
screw to adjust valve clearance till the clearance 
gauge is tenderly stopped. 
Fix adjusting screw and tighten locknut. 
Wrenching torque:10N⋅m(1.01Kgf⋅m) 
Check again the valve clearance. 
Tools:valve adjusting wrench 
Mount the rubber cap of timing hole.(champer3) 
Assemble the cylinder head cap.(champer6) 
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Engine idle speed 
 
Attention 
Please check and adjust the idle speed when all 
engine maintenance items are successfully 
completed. 
For checking and adjusting the idle speed, the 
engine must be pre-heated. 
Set the motorcycle on the ground. 
Pre-heat the engine about 10 minutes and then 
connect it to the speedometer. 
Turn the idle speed adjusting screw, adjust the 
engine idle speed. 
 
 
 
Idle speed: 1,700±100r/min 
 
 
 
Warning 
Any work that requires the running of the engine 
must be done in a well-ventilated place. Do not run 
the engine in any closed place. The exhaust 
contains highly poisonous carbon monoxide that is 
dangerous and lethal. 
Turn the idle adjusting screw to the required idle 
speed. 
 
Transmission belt 
Check the transmission belt for cracks, damages or 
excess wearing.  
Replace it if necessary.(chapter8) 
 
 
 

 

Rear reduction gear oil 
Checking 
Warning 
Any work that requires the running of the engine 
must be done in a well-ventilated place. Do not run 
the engine in any closed place. The exhaust 
contains highly poisonous carbon monoxide that is 
dangerous and lethal. 
 
 
Start the engine and let it run idle for 2-3 minutes. 
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Stop the engine and set the motorcycle upright on 
the ground, remove the oil level checking bolt and 
gasket. 
 
The gear oil should flow out from the oil level 
checking bolt hole. 
 
If no gear oil flows from the oil level checking hole, 
please replenish the rear gearbox with the 
recommended gear oil till the gear oil flows from the 
oil level checking hole. 
 

 
Replacement of Gear Oil 
 
Attention 
Discharge the oil while the engine is hot and stands 
vertically. 
 
Remove the oil level checking bolt and gasket. 
Remove oil discharge bolt and gasket. 
Discharge the gear oil completely. Lay a container 
under it before discharge. 
Remount the oil discharge bolt and gasket. 
Tighten oil discharge bolt. 
Replenish the rear reduction gearbox with the 
recommended engine oil till the oil level is above the 
bolt hole through the oil level check hole. 
Recommended oil: 
4-stroke engine oil or its substitute 
Gear oil: SAE85W-140 
 
Gear oil capacity:0.3L 
Start the engine and let it run idly for 2-3 minutes 
and then stop it. 
Set the motorcycle upright on the ground and make 
sure the oil level is correct. 
Check for any gear oil leakage. 
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Braking liquid 
Set the motorcycle on the ground and check braking 
liquid, if the liquid level is below the oil mark level, 
remove the front cover of the handlebar. Fill the 
DOT3 or DOT4 liquid in sealed container to the 
main cylinder to specified level and check for leaks. 
 
Cautions: 
Mount the main cylinder cap before you turn the 
handle. 
Do not mix different fluids as they are incompatible. 
When adding liquid to main cylinder, do not add any 
other substance. 
Mind not to spill brake fluid over painted, plastic or 
rubber parts. When servicing this system, please 
cover such parts with cloth. 
 
Please refer to Chapter 12 for discharge of brake 
liquid. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Brake pad wear 
Brake pad wear 
Each brake pad has its service limit. Please replace 
it if it is worn to the wear indication. 
 
Caution: 
Replace the brake pad in pairs when you have to so 
as to make sure the braking disc has the same 
pressure. 
 
 

 

Braking system 
Please check the brake fluid pipe and accessories 
for any corrosion, cracks or leakage. 
 
Tighten all loose accessories. 
Please replace the oil pipe and accessories if 
necessary. 
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Headlight lighting angle 
Adjustment 
 
Remove the speedometer cover(see chapter 14) 
 
Adjust the lighting angle of the entire beam by 
adjusting the screw. 
 
 
Warning  
Incorrect adjustment of the headlight will cause the 
coming vehicles difficult to see the road or make you 
unable to drive safely. 
 
 
 

 

Suspension system 
Warning 
 
Do not install inferior quality suspension system. 
Loose, worn or damaged suspension parts will harm 
your motorcycle’s stability and operability. 
 
 
 
 
FR. Suspension 
 
Check the function of the front suspension by 
pressure several times. 
Check the front suspension system if it has any 
damage. 
 
 
Replace any parts that could not be repaired. 
 
 
Tighten all the nuts and bolts to the required torque 
valve (see page 1-5). Check if the front shock 
absorber is for oil leakage or damage. 
 
 
 
RR. Suspension 
 
Lift the rear wheel with a safety boom or hoist frame. 
Check the rear shock absorber performance by 
pressing down the rear rack. 
Check the rear shock absorber for oil leakage or 
damage. 
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Nut/Bolt/Fastener 
 
Tighten the nuts, bolts and check the fixing 
components as per the cycle defined in the 
Maintenance Table.(see page 3-4) 
 
Check all nuts and bolts in the Frame for their 
torque value.(see page 1-5) 
 
Make sure all pins and safety clamps are properly 
installed. 
 
 
 

 

 
Wheel/Tire 
Check the tires for any cuts, nails or other injuries 
 
Attention 
Check the tire pressure when it is “cool” 
 

  Front Rear 

Driver only 200 200 Cool tire 
pressure 

With 
passenger 

200 225 

 
Tools: Gun type tire pressure gauge 
 
 
 
Steering stem bearing 
 
Place a platform or working rack under the engine to 
lift the front wheel. 
 
Check if the handlebar can rotate freely, and check 
if the wires and the cable interfere with the 
handlebar. 
 
Check and adjust the steering stem bearing in case 
the handlebar is unstable, limited or has 
windage(please refer to Chapter 11). 
 
Adjust locknut and check bearing lubrication. 
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Ignition timing 
 
Start the engine and let it idle for 2-3 minutes. 
 
Stop the engine and connect the timing gun to the 
spark plug wires. 
 
Attention: 
Please operate after referring to the timing gun 
instruction manual. 
 
Remove the timing hole cap. 
 
Warning 
Any work that requires the running of the engine 
must be done in a well-ventilated place. Do not run 
the engine in any closed place. 
 
The exhaust contains highly poisonous carbon 
monoxide that is dangerous and lethal. 
 
 
 

 
 
. 
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Start the engine and let idle. 
 
Check the ignition timing. 
 
If mark F is in line with the mark on the left 
crankcase cap, the ignition timing is correct. 
 
Idle speed: 1,700±100r/min 
 
When the engine rotation speed reaches the 
starting speed, check whether mark F starts to 
move. 
 
At the speed of 3,000rpm, the correct ignition timing 
mark should be between the two advanced marks. 
 
Tools: Timing gun 
 
 
 

 

 
Cylinder compression pressure  
 
Start the engine and let it idle for 2-3 minutes. 
Stop the engine and remove the central cover 
(Page 14-4). 
Remove the spark plug. 
Install a pressure gauge. 
Let the throttle fully open and start the engine with 
starting motor. 
 
Attention  
Start the engine till the pressure gauge reading 
does not go up any further. 
 
Cylinder Compression Pressure:1.2MPa 
 
The drop in compression pressure may result from: 
• Incorrect valve clearance 
• Valve leakage 
• Piston ring or cylinder worn 
 
The rise in compression pressure may result from: 
•  Carbon deposit in combustion chamber or on 

the piston. 
 
Tools: Cylinder pressure gauge 
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FUEL SYSTEM 
Maintenance introduction ........................ 4-1  Intake pipe .............................................4-12 
Troubleshooting ...................................... 4-2  Fuel tank ................................................4-13 
Carburetor ............................................... 4-3 Air filter ....................................................4-14 
Carburetor disassembly .......................... 4-4 
Mixture-ratio adjusting screw .................. 4-10 
Cold starting valve ................................... 4-11 
 
Maintenance introduction 
General  
Warning 
Gasoline is extremely inflammable, and explosive under certain conditions. Maintenance work should be 
done with the engine not running and in a well-ventilated place. Smoking, fire or sparks are prohibited at 
the maintenance site and the place where gasoline is stored. In case the maintenance service has to be 
performed with the engine working, good ventilation must be kept. Never run your engine at a poor 
ventilated place. As the exhaust contains carbon monoxide and inhalation of the carbon monoxide can 
cause loss of consciousness or even death. Please run your engine in an open site or at a closed place 
with waste gas exhausting system. 
 
Cautions 
Do not fold or twist the cable. The damaged cable can not make your vehicle work smoothly and will 
cause adhesion or sticking. 
Mark the position of the O-ring/gasket when you disassemble the components of the fuel system so that 
these components can be mounted back to the right position. 
Before disassembling the carburetor, place a suitable container under the carburetor drain pipe and 
unscrew the bolt to evacuate the carburetor. 
After removal of the carburetor, close the intake pipe of the engine with a towel or seal it with tape to 
prevent the falling of any foreign matters into the engine. 
In case the motorcycle will be parked above a month, the fuel inside the float chamber should be 
discharged. As the fuel remaining in the float chamber will cause clogging to the nozzle, which will lead 
to difficulty in starting the engine and driving. 
 
Specifications 
Fuel tank capacity 6.0±0.5L 
Throttle handlebar free travel 0.0787-0.236ʺ″ 
 
Carburetor specification 
 

Items Specification 
Identification number PD24JK 
Oil level 0.728ʺ″ 
Idle speed 1,700±100r/min 
Main Jet 108# 
Idle Jet 35# 
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Trouble shooting 
 
Engine start difficulty Engine stall, starting difficulty as well as intense idling 
•  Excessive fuel in the engine •  Fuel system is limited 

Air cleaner is clogged •  Ignition system is out of order 
Carburetor is flooding •  Fuel mixture is too thin / thick (mixing ratio screw adjusting) 
Air-in leakage •  Fuel pollution / deterioration 

•  Fuel pollution / deterioration •  Air-in leakage 
•  No fuel entering the carburetor •  Idle speed maladjusted 

Fuel filter is clogged •  The vent-hole of Fuel tank is clogged 
Fuel pipe is clogged  

 The vent-hole of Fuel tank is 
clogged Spitting or misfire when acceleration 

 •  Ignition system is out of order 
 •  Fuel mixture is too thin 
Mixture is too thin  
• Fuel injector is clogged  
• Float valve failure Running malfunction (driving efficiency) and poor oil saving 
• Fuel system is limited • Fuel system is clogged 
• Carburetor air tube is clogged • Ignition system is out of order 
• Air-in leakage  
• Vacuum piston failure  
  
  
Mixture is too thick  
• Float valve failure  
• Main Jet is clogged  
• Liquefier flooding  
 
Tool 
High pressure gunjet
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Carburetor  
Disassembly 
Warning 
• Gasoline is extremely flammable and 

explosive under certain conditions. 
• Smoking, fire or spark is prohibited at the 

maintenance site and where gasoline is 
stored. 

 
Disassemble the clip of the air inlet pipe 
Disassemble the clip of the air filter 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Disassemble the throttle cable 
Disassemble the cold starting valve connector 
Disassemble the vacuum pipe and the fuel 
pipe 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The steps of installation are reserve to the 
disassembling steps 
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Carburetor disassembly 
Unscrew the draining screw; discharge the 
gasoline to the appropriate gasoline container. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Remove the cold starting valve.(see page 4-13) 
 
 
Remove the drainage pipe and vacuum pipe. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Remove the screws and retaining clips. 
 
Take out the vacuum chamber. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Remove the spring and baffler / vacuum piston. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Remove the carburetor metering pin holder, spring, 
metering pin, and rinser from the baffler/ vacuum 
position. 
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Check the carburetor metering pin if it is worn-out 
or deformed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Check the baffler for damages. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Check the O-ring if it is damaged. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Remove the screws and float chamber. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Remove the screws and the cold starting valve 
seat. 
 
 
 
Remove the O-ring. 
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Remove the screw, throttle pulling cable holder 
and throttlecover. 
 
 
Remove the spring and throttle. 
 
 
Pull out the floater pivot and remove the floater 
and float control valve. 
 
 
Check the float control valve and holder if it is 
worn-out and damaged. 
 
 
If the holder is damaged, replace the carburetor 
main body. 
 
 
Attention 
Please do not try to remove the float control valve 
holder from the carburetor main body. 
 
 
 
Remove each of the following components 

- Main orifice 
- Needle adjusted Jet holder 
- Main Jet 
- Idle Jet 
- Mixture-ratio control screws/spring 

 
 
Attention 
Please write down the required turning rounds for 
the screw fastening before removing the mixture-
ratio control screw. This would be useful for 
reinstallation. 
When removing the carburetor metering pin, push 
it out carefully from the throttle valve side. 
 
 
 
Caution 
In case the air vent screw orients to the holder and 
get screwed down, the air vent screw holder may 
be damaged. 
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Clear up the main jet with compressed air. 
 
Check the main jet if it is worn-out or damaged, 
replace it if necessary. 
 
Tool: High pressure gunjet 
 
 
 
 
 
Assembly 

 

 
Assemble the following components: 
 
-Spring / mixture-ratio controlling screw 
Attention 
Assemble the mixture-ratio control screw, and 
turn it to the original position marked when 
disassembling. 
If you use a new mixture-ratio control screw, 
please adjust the air vent screw (see page 4-12). 
Needle valve adjusting jet/ Needle valve adjusting 
jet holder / main jet idle Jet. 
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Assemble the following components: 
 
 
Float controlling valve 
 
 
Floater 
- Floater pivot 
 
Needle valve adjusting jet/ Needle valve adjusting 
jet holder/main jet. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Assemble the air check and spring. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Assemble the air check cover, throttle cable seat 
and screw. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mount the O-ring. 
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Install the cold starting valve seat and screw. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mount new O-ring to the slot of the float chamber 
and install the float chamber and screw. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mount the washer, carburetor metering pin, 
spring, metering pin holder to the baffler / vacuum 
piston. 
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Mixture-ratio adjusting screw 
Any work that requires the running of the engine 
must be done in a well-ventilated place. Do not run 
the engine in any closed place. The exhaust 
contains highly poisonous carbon monoxide that is 
dangerous and lethal. Please run the engine in an 
open place or properly ventilated enclosed place. 
 
 
Attention 
Please adjust the mixture-ratio adjusting screw 
after all the adjustments of the engine meet the 
specification. 
Mixture-ratio adjusting screw has been preset by 
the factory, please do not make any adjustment 
unless the carburetor needs overall maintenance. 
Use a 50 rpm grade or smaller tachometer to 
display any change accurately of 50 rpm. 
 
 
 
1.  Pre-heat the engine. 
2.  Turn the mixture-ratio adjusting screw 

clockwise till back to its seat lightly and then 
turn to the specified specification. 

 
 
Mixture-ratio adjusting screw unlock: 
Turn 1 ⋅  3 / 4 outwards 
 
 
Caution 
Tightening of the mixture-ratio adjusting screw 
firmly to the holder may damage the holder. 
 
3.  Pre-heat the engine for about 9 minutes 
4.  Connect it to the tachometer as per 

manufacturer’s instruction. 
5.  Adjust the idle speed by idle adjusting screw. 
 
Idle speed: 1,450±100rpm 
 
6.  Turn the mixture-ratio control screw slowly 

inward or outward so as to reach the max. 
Engine speed. 

7.  Adjust the idle speed by idle adjusting screw. 
8.  Turn slowly the guide screw inward till the 

engine speed drops down to 50 rpm. 
9.  Turn the mixture-ratio adjusting screw 

outwards for one round from the above 
position. 

10. And then adjust the idle speed by idle adjusting 
screw. 
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Cold starting valve 
Checking 
Disassemble the carburetor (see page 4-4). 
 
Use the accessories to connect the polyethylene 
resin tube with fuel supplement system. 
 
 
 
Use one charged battery and connect it with cold 
starting valve 2 wires (2 P) connector for 5 
minutes. 
 
 
Connect the vacuum pump with the polyethylene 
resin tube. 
Air should not be allowed to enter the system. 
 
 
 
 
If the air enters the system, please replace the 
cold starting valve. 
 
 
 
 
Disconnect the battery with the cold starting 
valve 2 wires (2 P) connector for 30 minutes. 
 
 
 
Connect the vacuum pump with the polyethylene 
resin tube. 
 
 
Air should enter the system. 
 
 
In no air enters the system, please replace the 
cold starting valve. 
 
 
 
 
Disassembling 
 
Disassemble the carburetor (see page 4-4). 
Disassemble the cold starting valve cap. 
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Installation 
 
The assembling steps are reverse to the 
disassembling steps. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Intake pipe 
Disassembling 
Disassemble the vacuum pipe from the intake 
pipe. 
Disassemble the fixing nut of the intake pipe.  
Remove the intake pipe and heat shield gasket. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Installation 
The steps of installation are reverse to the 
disassembling steps. 
 
Mount a new heat shield gasket. 
 
Install the intake pipe. 
 
 
Attention 
Please mind that the O-ring of intake pipe should 
clip into the slot correctly when installing intake 
pipe, incorrect installation may cause unstable 
working of the engine. 
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Fuel tank 
 
Warning 
Gasoline is extremely flammable, 
and explosive under certain 
conditions. Please operate at well-
ventilated site. 
Smoking, fire or spark are prohibited 
at the working site and the place 
where gasoline is stored. 
Clean any spilled gasoline promptly. 
 
 
 
Disassemble the seat cushion pad 
(see chapter 14). 
 
 
 
 
Disassemble four bolts of the fuel 
tank. 
 
 
 
 
Disconnect the connector of the fuel 
float sensor. 
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Fuel tank assembly 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 
Installation 
 
The assembling steps are reverse to the 
disassembling steps. 
 
 
 
Attention 
Make sure that there are no oil leakage after 
installation. 

 

 
 



5.2 Engine disassembling  

 

 

Disassemble  the engine using the following steps:  

● Seat, Rear side cover, and rear fender (see chapter 14)  

● Ignition primary coil wires. (see chapter 16) 

● Starter motor cable. (see chapter 17) 

● Fuel pipe / vacuum pipe. (see chapter 4) 

● Throttle pulling cable. (see chapter 4) 

● Cooling start valve 2 wires (2p) connector.  

    (see chapter 4) 

● Magneto output connector.  

     

 

 

● Disassemble the 4 bolts of the rear fender bracket.  

 

● Disassemble the rear fender bracket. 

 

 

Chapter 5 - Engine Disassembling / Assembling 

5.1 Maintenance Introduction 
General 
 Make sure the motorcycle is standing upright when disassembling the engine. 

The engine should be removed for the following maintenance reasons: 
Crankshaft (Chapter 10) 

Final gear drive shaft (Chapter 9) 

The engine could remain on the frame during the following maintenance. 
 Magneto (Chapter 9)-          Camshaft (Chapter 6) 

Carburetor (Chapter 4)-          Driving wheel / clutch / driven wheel (Chapter 8) 

Oil pump Chapter 2) 

 Wrenching torque 

Bolt for engine lifting bracket (frame side)                   40 Nm(4.087kgf m) 

Nut for engine lifting bracket (engine side)                   40 Nm(4.087kgf m) 

Rear shock absorber fixing bolt (lower)                       21 Nm(2.146kgf m) 
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Disassemble the exhaust pipe bolts. Disassemble the engine lifting  

bracket bolts.  

Installation: Reverse the disassembling steps outlined above when reinstalling the engine 

Remove the engine 
Disassemble the rear wheel and   

the rear brake system. 

Disassemble the rear brake system cables. 

Disassemble the swinger bracket bolts. 

Chapter 5 - Engine Disassembling / Assembling 

Attention: 

Wrenching Torque 

Engine lifting bracket bolt (frame right side):  

40 N-m(4.087k gf -m) 

Engine lifting bracket bolt (frame right side): 40 N-m(4.087kgf -m) 

Mount and screw down the two fixing bolts (lower) of the rear shock absorber.  

Screwing down moment: 21N-m(2.146kgf -m) 
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6.2 Maintenance introduction 

This part includes maintenance steps for the cylinder head and valve. The maintenance of the camshaft, cylin-

der head, valve, and rocker arm could be preformed on vehicle with the engine still in its place. Lubricate the 

oil into camshaft and swing arm via oil pipe. Do keep the pipe unblocked. All uninstalled parts should be 

cleaned with detergent and dried with compressed air before checking. Lubricate all moving surfaces with 

clean lubricating oil before assembling 

 

Specification      Unit:mm(in) 

 

Items        Standard value    Service Limit  

Cylinder compression pressure     1.28Mpa/5700rpm ----  

Cam tooth height (Intake)     25.965(1.0222)    25.57(1.0066)  

Cam tooth height (exhaust)     25.810(0.0161)    25.41(1.0003)  

Cylinder head flatness     -----      0.05(0.0019)  

Swing arm (Inner Diameter)     Φ10.000-f10.015(f0.3937-f0.3942)  Φ10.10(0.3916)  

Swing arm (Outer Spring)     Φ9.972-f9.987(f0.3925-f0.3931)  Φ9.91(0.3901)  

Valve spring free length (Inner Diameter)          30.2(1.1889)  

Valve spring free length (Outer Spring)          33.1(1.3031)  

Valve stem outer diameter (Intake)    Φ4.975-f4.990(f0.1958-f0.1964)  Φ4.90(0.1929)  

Valve stem outer diameter (exhaust)    Φ4.955-f4.970(f0.1958-f0.1956)  Φ4.90(0.1929)  

Valve tube inner diameter (Intake)    Φ5.000-f5.012(f0.1968-f0.1973)  Φ5.03(0.198)  

Valve tube inner diameter (exhaust)    Φ5.000-f5.012(f0.1968-f0.1973)  Φ5.03(0.198)  

Valve stem-guide tube clearance (Intake)   0.010-0.037(0.0003-0.0014)   0.08(0.0031)  

Valve stem-guide tube clearance (exhaust)   0.030-0.057(0.0011-0.0022)   0.10(0.0003)  

Valve seat width (Intake)     2(0.787)     2.8(0.1102)  

Valve seat width  (exhaust)     2(0.787)     2.6(0.1023) 
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 Cylinder head 

 Leakage or gasket damage  

 Cylinder head bent or distorted 

Any failure of the engine components will affect the engine performance. These failures can be inspected by 

performing a compression or leakage test or by hearing the engine noises with a sound guide or a stethoscope. 

If the engine running rough during low speed driving, please check the crankcase vent pipe for white smoke. If 

white smoke is detected, please check the piston rings for ware.  

 

If the Cylinder pressure is too low, have difficulty starting the unit or if you are experiencing poor performance 

at low speed with too much smoke please inspect the following: 

 

Valve 

 Incorrect valve adjustment  

 Valve is burnt through or bent 

 Incorrect valve timing 

 Broken valve spring  

 Bad elasticity of valve spring 

 

 Cylinder/piston failure (Chapter 7)   Pressure is too high, overheated or with shock 

 

 Too much carbon is accumulated at cylinder head or piston top  

 Valve stem or valve guide tube is worn-out  

 The oil seal of valve stem is damaged 

 Cylinder or piston failure (Chapter 7)  

 Too much noise 

 Incorrect Valve clearance (too big) 

 Valve stem is worn-out or damaged 

 Timing chain is too loose or worn-out 

 Timing chain tensioner is worn-out 

 Teeth of Timing chain is worn-out 

 Rocker arm or rocker arm shaft is worn-out 

 Cylinder or piston failure (Chapter 7) 

 

Wrenching torque 

 

Cylinder cap bolt                               12 N×m(1.23kgf ×m) 

Spark plug                                   14 N×m(1.43kgf ×m) 

Cylinder head bolt                             12 N×m(1.23kgf ×m) 

Oil baffle screw                                  3 N×m(0.307kgf ×m) 

Valve adjusting screw locknut           9 N×m(0.092kgf ×m) 

Wind shield fixing bolt (left side)      8 N×m(0.0817kgf ×m) 

Wind shield fixing bolt (right side)     2 N×m(0.204kgf ×m)    Apply lubricating oil to screw thread 

Nut for rocker arm bracket                 30 N×m(3.066kgf ×m)  to screw thread 

 

Tools 
Inside micrometer            Valve spring compressor  Micrometer                            

Valve guide reamer  Valve repairing tool                          Clearance gauge 

Valve repairing tools              Venire calipers   Valve guide driver 

6.4 Troubleshooting 
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Disassemble the center cover. (see chapter 14) 

 

Disassemble the storage compartment under the seat 

(see chapter 14) 

 

Disassemble the vent pipe from the cylinder cap.  

 

Disassemble the bolt and the cylinder cap.  

 

Disassemble fan cover bolts, screws and cover.  

 

Disassemble fixing bolts from upper and bottom fan 

cover. (right side) 

 

Disassemble upper and bottom fan cover  

(see this chapter) 

 

 

 

 

Align the “T” symbol on the flywheel with the symbol 

marked on the right side of crankshaft case cover by 

turning the crankshaft clockwise.  

 

 

 

Determine the piston pressure stroke if it is on the 

T.D.C position by checking if the pinhole center line 

of the timing chain wheel is in parallel to the joint sur-

face of the cylinder cap with the cylinder head.  

 

 

If the piston pressure stroke is not on the T.D.C posi-

tion, please turn the crankshaft 360 degrees 

 

 

Insert a T steel panel into the groove, and turn it clock-

wise to shrink the expanding rod, then fix it and disas-

semble timing chain tensioner. 

6.5 Camshaft disassembling 
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Remove the rocker arm support fixing nut and washer.  

 

Note 

Disassembly of the rocker arm support fixing nut,  

Disassemble the locking nuts in a cross pattern, or the 

rocker arm support may crack.  

 

 

 

 

 

Disassemble the rocker arm assembly.  

 

Remove the timing chain from the timing chain wheel.  

 

Remove the camshaft.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Use a piece of metallic wire to hold the timing chain so 

that it doesn’t fall into the crankcase. 

 

      

  

 

Use your finger to turn the outer ring of the  

camshaft bearing.  

 

 

The bearing should turn smoothly. 

 

 

 

Check if the inner ring is firmly secured to the camshaft.  

 

 

 

While measuring the height of teeth on the sprocket, 

check for damage to the teeth. 

Service limit  

 

Intake: 25.57mm(1.007 in) 

Exhaust: 25.41mm(1.000 in) 

 

Tools: Micro calipers  
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6.7 Rocker arm / rocker arm shaft 

Disassembling of the rocker arm assembly.  

 

Temporally install a 0.197" bolt or its substitute.  

 

Hold the bolt, remove the rocker arm shaft.  

 

 

Remove the closedown device and the rocker arm.  

 

 

Please check the rocker arm support, rocker arm and 

rocker arm shaft for ware or damage. 

 

       

 

Please check the rocker arm slide face for excessive wear 

 

 

Please check the rocker arm and the rocker arm shaft if 

they to ensure they are in good condition.  

 

 

Note 

While inspecting the  rocker arm, please also check if 

camshaft cam has any scratches, and if they need repair.  

 

Measure the inner diameter of each rocker arm  

Service limit: 10.10mm(0.3976") 

 

Measure the outer diameter of each rocker arm  

Service limit: 9.91mm(0.3901") 

 

Tools: Inside diameter micrometer Venire calipers 

 

 

Checking closedown device  

 

 

Check if the closedown device is movable, and the return 

of the spring.  

 

 

Assembling the swing arm 

 

To re-install the rocker arm assembly, reverse the  

order of disassembly.   
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6.9 Cylinder head disassembling 

6.8 Cylinder cap disassembling / assembling 

Disassemble the fan shroud bolt/screw and the fan guard.  

Disassemble the upper and lower wind-guard fixing bolt. 

(right side) 

 

Remove the upper and lower win guards.  

Remove the timing chain tensioner bolt.  

Remove cylinder head and bolts.  

Remove gasket and dowel pin.  

Remove the timing chain guide bar. 

 Fold the oil baffle connecting piece to right angle, 

and remove the screw. 

 

 

Remove the oil baffle, cylinder cap O-ring.  

 

 

The assembling steps are reversed. 
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Compress the valve spring with a spring  

compressor, and remove the vale spring clip.  

 

Caution 

Please only use a valve spring compressor to 

avoid the having the spring pop out to quickly.  

 

      

 

Tools: 

Valve spring compressor.  

 

Disassemble the valve as per the following:  

-    Clip  

-    Spring basin 

 

Intake, exhaust valve spring  

-    Spring seat 

-    Valve  

-    Valve stem seal 

 

Please clean the carbon inside the combustion 

chamber and all the silt on the cylinder head  

surface and joint surface.      

 

 

 

Checking  

Cylinder head 

 

Check if the spark plug hole or the valve for 

cracks.  

 

Use a ruler or clearance gauge to check if the  

cylinder is bent.  

 

Service limit: 0.05mm(0.00197") 

Tools: Clearance gauge 

6.11 Valve disassembling 
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Valve guide 

 

Note 

Before checking the valve guide, please use a reamer to re-

move the accumulated carbon in the valve guide. Turn the 

reamer clockwise. Never turn the reamer counterclockwise 

in installing, disassembling and drilling with the reamer.      

  

 

Tool: Valve Guide reamer 

 

Please use the float ball measure meter or Inner diameter 

micrometer to measure and write down every valve guides 

inner diameter.  

 

Service Limit: IN./EX: 5.03mm(0.198") 

 

Calculate the clearance between the valve stem-guide tube.  

 

 

Service Limit:     IN: 0.08mm(0.0031") 

    EX: 0.10mm(0.00394") 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note  

If it is not within the allowable clearance limit, please re-

place the guide as required and ream it with a reamer when 

fitting in.  

 

 

After replacing valve guide, if the valve stem-guide clear-

ance is still exceeding the limit, please replace the reamer.  

 

 

 

 

Finish the valve seat surface at the same time when install-

ing the new valve guide.  

 

Valve spring 

Measure the free length of the valve spring. 
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6.15 Valve Seat Check / Surface Repair 

 Valve seat checking 

Thoroughly clean the intake valve and exhaust valve and remove 

the carbon buildup. Apply a clear coat to the valve seat.  

  

Polish the valve seat.  

Check the width of each valve.  

Standard value:     Intake: 2.0mm(0.787") 

    Exhaust: 2.0mm(0.787") 

Limit value:     Intake: 2.8mm(0.1102") 

    Exhaust: 2.6mm(0.1023") 

If the valve seat is too wide, too narrow, or defective, then ma-

chine the valve seat.  

 

Caution 

Do not grind the valve. If the valve surface is burnt or badly worn-

out, or it does not offer a uniform contact with the valve seat, 

please replace the valve. 

Valve guide replacement 

Place the valve guide into a freezer of a refrigerator  

and cool it for an hour.  

Heat the cylinder head to 100-150 C (212-300 F) with an electric 

stove or oven.  

 

Warning 

Please wear gloves when handling the hot cylinder head to pre-

vent of burning yourself.  

Caution 

Don’t use a welding torch to heat the cylinder head; as it will 

cause the cylinder to deform.  

Hold the cylinder head and remove the valve guide from the valve 

port with a valve guide driver.  

 

Cautions 

Don’t damage the cylinder head.  

Place a new O-ring onto the new valve guide.  

 

After inserting the valve guide, please use a valve guide reamer to 

ream.  

Note 

•    Please apply oil to the reamer when doing this.  

•    Please turn the reamer clockwise and never turn the reamer 

counterclockwise.  

Thoroughly clean the cylinder head to remove all the iron chips.  

Finish and polish the valve seat surface. 

6.14 Valve guide replacement 
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6.16 Valve seat grinding 

Valve seat grinding 

Use a valve-seat cutter, repairing tools or other 

apparatus with the same function to repair the 

worn-out valve seat.  

 

 

Tools: Valve finishing tool 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Use a 45° angle-milling cutter to remove the 

valve seat surface rough or damaged part.  

 

 

 

 

 

Note  

Please use a 45° milling cutter to repair the 

valve seat surface when replacing the valve 

guide.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Use of 32° milling cutter to remove the 1/4 pro-

jecting of the valve seat. 
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Use a 60° milling cutter to remove the 1/4 of the 

valve seat bottom. Take out the milling cutter and 

check the finished locations.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Use 45° finishing milling cutter to grinding the valve 

seat and make it reach the proper width.  

 

 

 

 

Be sure to remove all the shavings.  

 

Standard width:     Intake: 2.0mm(0.787") 

    Exhaust: 2.0mm(0.787") 

 

 

Apply blue machining paste to the valve seat.  

 

Press the valve to the valve seat with the valve guide.  

 

 

 

Note  

A good joint surface between valve seat and the valve 

is very important for proper sealing.  

 

If the contact position is too low, please raise the 

valve seat by using a 60° milling cutter.  

 

 

Please use a 45° finishing milling cutter to finish the 

valve seat again, to make it meet the required specifi-

cation.  

 

After finishing the valve seat grinding, please apply 

polishing grease and polish the valve gently.  

 

After finishing the polishing, clean all the residual 

polishing grease on cylinder head and valve.      
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6.18 Valve assembling 

Please line up the timing chain guide rod to the cylinder 

notch While installing it.  

Note 

Be sure to install the timing chain onto the crankshaft timing 

sprocket teeth.  

Clean all the silt on the connecting surface of the cylinder 

and the cylinder head  

Note 

Do not allow any dust or debris to enter the engine.  

Install the dowel pin and the new cylinder gasket.  

 

 

Install the  

cylinder head.  

 

Install the  

cylinder head bolt. 

Install the valve spring seat and new valve guard bar oil seal.  

 

 

 

Please use engine oil to lubricate every valve stem.  

Insert the intake valve and exhaust valve into the valve 

guide.  

Install the valve spring seat, spring and the spring base.  

 

 

Note 

Please note the narrow pitch to the combustion chamber 

when installing the valve spring.  

 

 

 

Use a rubber hammer to strike valve pad lightly to fasten the 

valve spring clip.  

 

 

Caution 

Put Cylinder head on a clean table so you don’t damage the 

valve or the head  

6.19 Cylinder head installation 
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6.20 Camshaft / cylinder cap installation 

Align the “T” symbol on the flywheel with the symbol 

marked on the right crankcase cover by turning the 

crankshaft clockwise.  

 

 

Apply oil to the cam lobe and crankcase bearing.  

 

 

While mounting the camshaft on the cylinder head, 

make the centerline of the timing chain wheel parallel 

to the connecting surface of the cylinder head.  

 

 

Install the rocker arm support dowel pin.  

 

 

Install the rocker arm support assembly.  

 

 

Install the washer.  

 

 

Install and fasten rocker arm support nut.  

 

 

Lock the cylinder head bolt.  

 

Wrenching Torque: 30 N-m(3.0656kgf -m) 

 

 

Note 

Locking the rocker arm support nut should be done  

in a cross pattern, or it will cause the rocker arm  

support to crack.      

 

 

  

 

  

 

Install timing chain tensioner and gasket.  
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Lock the bolt and take out the T-style steel panel, the expan-

sion panel will then automatically tighten back up.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Install and the timing chain tensioner seal bolt.  

 

Wrenching Torque: 8 N-m(0.81kgf -m)      

 

 

  

 

Install cylinder head cover  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Install the wind guard (left side/right side).  

 

Install the fan fixing screw.  

 

Install the wind guard bolt.  

 

 

 

 

 

Wrenching Torque: Fan fixing screw: 8 N-m(0.81kgf -m) 

 

Wind shield fixing screw (left): 8 N-m(0.81kgf -m) 

 

Please install as per the following order:  

-    Bolt 

-    Clip 

-    Carburetor (see chapter 4)      
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Before any checking, please clean all the disassembled parts with detergent and they dry them with 

compressed air.  

 

 

Specification    Unit:mm(in) 

 

Items       Standard values    Service Limit  

Cylinder (Inner diameter)         Φ57.400-f57.405(f2.244²-f2.26²)            Φ57.6(2.2677²)  

Cylinder (Cylinder)     -----      0.05(0.0019²)  

Cylinder (Roundness)     -----      0.05(0.0019²)  

Cylinder (Upper end surface linearity)  -----      0.05(0.0019²)  

Piston (piston outer diameter)         Φ57.370-f57.390(f2.2586²-f2.2594²)  Φ57.30(Φ2.559²)  

Piston (piston hole inner diameter)         Φ57.002-f15.008(f0.5906²-f4.7244²)     Φ15.04(Φ0.5921²)  

Piston pin (outer diameter)        Φ14.992-φ14.998(φ0.5902″-φ0.5904″)    Φ14.96(Φ0.5889²)  

Piston pin (pin clearance)             0.004-0.016(0.0001²-0.0006²)                0.020(0.0007²)  

Piston ring groove clearance  

(Main ring clearance)              0.003-0.07(0.0011²-0.0027²)                 0.105(0.0041²)  

Piston ring groove clearance  

(Secondary ring clearance)              0.02-0.06(0.0007²-0.0023²)                    0.095(0.0037²)  

Piston ring end (Main ring end gap)           0.15-0.30(0.0059²-0.0118²)                0.50(0.0196²)  

Piston ring end             0.15-0.30(0.0059²-0.0118²)                     0.50(0.0196²)  

 

7.2 Maintenance introduction 
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7.3 Troubleshooting 

7.4 Cylinder Disassembling 

Disassemble cylinder head (Chapter 6).  

Cylinder disassembling.  Disassemble in the following order:  

-    Gasket     -    Dowel pin 

Clean the cylinder upper end surface.  

Attention: Please do not damage the end.  

 

Checking: Use a ruler or clearance gauge to check if the cylinder 

has any deformities.   Service limit: 05 mm(0.0001") 

Tools: Clearance gauge 

 

Please check if the cylinder face has been worn-out or damaged.   

Measure the inside cylinder diameter at three locations: The Center, 

Top and bottom of the Cylinder wall and in two directions from the 

right corner the left.     Service limit: 57.60 mm(2.2677") 

 

Measure piston outer diameter (see page 7-4) and calculate the  

piston cylinder clearance. Service limit: 0.105 mm(0.0041") 

 

Measure the cylinder inclination from three horizontal points  

on X-axis and Y-axis. 

Take the maximum value as the cylinder cylindricity.  

Service limit: 0.05 mm(0.0019") 

 

Measure the cylinder roundness from three horizontal points  

on X-axis and Y-axis.  

Take the maximum value 

as the cylinder roundness.  

Service limit: 0.05 mm

(0.0019") 

      

 

 

   

  

Overheating 

Too much carbon buildup on the piston or inside 

the combustion chamber.  

Abnormal pounding  

•    Piston or cylinder is wearing  

•    Too much carbon buildup on piston or inside 

the combustion chamber 

Air pressure is low or unstable 

•    Cylinder or piston wear 

Too much fumes 

•    Cylinder, piston or piston rings are wearing  

•    Improper assembly of piston rings 

•    Piston or cylinder wall is scuffed or damaged.  

 Clearance gauge Inside micrometer 

Fine-nosed pliers -Micrometer -Dernier calipers  
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Use a clean towel in the joint between the crankcase  

and cylinder to keep the piston pin from falling  

into crankcase.  

Use the fine-nosed pliers to remove the shield ring of 

the piston pin.  

 

Use your fingers to squeeze the piston pin out from the 

piston at the reverse side.  

 

Tool: Fine-nosed pliers 

 

Remove the piston rings, and be careful to not  

damage them.  

 

Attention 

Please stretch each of the piston rings and lift one of  

the ends over the piston top and remove it, but do not 

scratch the piston surface.  

 

Piston/piston rings checking.  

Clean the piston top.  

Check if it has any scratches or damage.  

Remove the carbon and oil in the ring grooves with a 

worn-out piston ring.  

 

Cautions 

•    Don’t damage the piston ring grooves.  

 Do not use a steel brush to clean the ring grooves  

       and groove ridges.  

     

 

Make the mark upward, install piston pin in its position 

temporarily.  

Use a clearance gauge to measure the ring  

groove clearance.    

 

Service limit: Main ring clearance: 0.105 mm(0.0041") 

 

Secondary ring clearance: 0.095 mm(0.0037") 

Tools: Clearance gauge 

 

Please check if the piston has been worn-out  

or damaged. 

7.6 Piston disassembling  
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 Use a clean towel to close the connecting opening of the crankcase 

and cylinder so to avoid having the piston pin clip or other  

components from falling into the crankcase.  

     

Lubricate the external surface of the piston pin.  

While installing the piston, let “IN” symbol to be orientated  

to the intake side.  

Install the piston pin and a new shield ring for piston pin.  

Tool: Fine-nosed pliers 

Note 

•    Do not use the worn-out shield ring for the piston pin.  

 Do not leave the opening of the piston pin shield ring face open. 

 

Clean the joint surface of Crankcase and cylinder.  

Note 

•    Don’t damage the joint surface of the crankcase and cylinder.  

•    Do not allow any foreign matter to enter the crankcase. 

Insert the piston ring into the cylinder and measure the piston ring 

end gap in the cylinder 10 mm from the cylinder bottom.  

 

Service limit:  

Main ring end gap: 0.05 mm(0.3937") 

Tools: Clearance gauge 

 

Measure the piston outer diameter at the location of 0.3927" from 

the piston skirt bottom.  

Service limit: 57.300 mm(2.2559") 

 

Compare the measured value with the service limit value and cal-

culate the piston - cylinder clearance (see this chapter). 

 

Measure the piston pinhole inner diameter.  

Service limit: 15.04 mm(0.5921") 

Tools: Micro calipers  -Inside micrometer 

 

Measure the ends and middle, outer diameter of the piston pin.  

Service limit: 14.96 mm(0.5889") 

Calculate the piston - piston pin clearance.  

Service limit: 0.02 mm(0.0007") 

Tool: rernier calipers 

Measure the inner diameter of the connecting rod small end.  

Service limit: 15.037 mm(0.592") 

 

Calculate the piston pin - connecting ton clearance.  

Service limit: 0.02 mm(0.0007") 

7.8 Piston installation 
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7.9 Cylinder installation 

Please install per the following order: 

-    Dowel pin 

-    New cylinder gasket  

     

 

 

Apply a coat of clean engine oil to the cylinder, piston 

ring / grooves and piston.  

 

 

 

 

Use your finger to press the piston ring and mount the 

cylinder.  

 

Attention 

•    Caution! Do not damage the piston rings.  

 Do not allow the timing chain to fall into  

       the crankcase.  

 

Install the cylinder head (see chapter 6) 

Piston ring installation 

 

•    Insert the outer surface of the piston ring into the 

groove and roll the ring in the groove to determine the 

free travel of the ring within the piston groove.  

•    Take care when assembling; do not damage the piston 

and piston rings.  

•    Do not change the main ring with the Secondary ring 

for use.  

•    While installing the oil ring, put the bushing ring first 

and then mount the oil ring.  

 

Place the marks upwards and install the piston ring care-

fully. As illustrated in the picture, the opening of each 

piston ring should be located 120° from each other.  

 

After installation, the piston rings they should rotate 

freely in the grooves. 
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The motorcycle does not move after the engine started and you apply the throttle. 

-    Driving belt is worn-out    -    Swatch plate is damaged 

-    Clutch wearing pad is worn-out or damaged -    The spring of driven sliding disk is broken  

 

The rear wheel stops turning or the motorcycle runs slowly.  

-    Clutch shoe spring is broken 

 

High speed control is difficult or underpowered 

-    Driving belt is worn-out   -    Poor elasticity of the driven sliding disk spring 

-    Pulley balls are worn-out   -    Disk surface is dirty 

 This part includes disassembly and assembly of the clutch and transmission linkage system.  

      The engine can remain on the frame while you perform these operations.  

•    Clean the joint surface of the crankshaft case, crankcase cover.  

•    Do not damage the joint surface of the crankshaft case, crankcase cover.  

•    Do no let foreign matter fall into the engine.  

•    Do not apply lubricating grease to the sliding grooved wheel.  

     

 

Specification    Unit:mm(in) 

 

Items       Standard values    Service Limit  

Cylinder (Ring gasket inner diameter)  Φ24.005-f24.050(f0.945²-f0.9468²)  Φ24.06(0.9472²)  

Cylinder (Outer diameter of bush)   Φ23.959-f23.980(f0.9432²-f0.944²)  Φ23.93(0.9421²)  

Cylinder (Pulley ball outer diameter)  Φ17.95-f18.05(f0.7066²-f0.7106²)  Φ17.4(0.685²)  

Driving belt width     20.0-21.0(0.7874²-0.8267²)   19.0(0.748²)  

Thickness of clutch wearing pad   ----      1.5(0.059²)  

Clutch cover inner diameter    Φ124.9-f125.0(f4.9173²-f4.9212²)  Φ125.5(4.9409²)  

Free length of driven disk sliding spring  ----      163.7(64448²)  

Driven disk outer diameter    Φ33.970-f33.990(f1.3373²-1.3381²)  Φ33.94(f1.3362²)  

Driven sliding disk inner Diameter    Φ34.000-f34.303(f1.3385²-1.3397²)  Φ34.06(f1.3409²)  

 

Wrenching torque value 

 

Sliding groove dist nut                      55 N-m(5.6202kgf -m) Apply oil to the screw thread 

Clutch cover nut                               55 N-m(5.6202kgf -m) 

Special nut of driving plate                55 N-m(5.6202kgf -m) 

 

Tools: 

Clutch spring compressor  -All purpose clips  -Fixing wrench  -Bearing puller 

Spring assembling and disassembling machine  -Vernier calipers  

8.2 Troubleshooting 

8.1 Maintenance introduction 
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Disassembling 

 

Use the all purpose clip to clamp down the sliding groove 

wheel disk.  

Remove this sliding groove wheel disk nuts and washers.  

     

Tools: All purpose clip 

      

 

  

 

Remove the sliding grooved wheel disk.  

Remove the driving belt.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Remove the sliding grooved wheel together with its disk shaft 

sleeve.  

 

Disassembling 

 

Disassemble the left rear wheel and the rear  

brake system. (See chapter 7) 

Disassemble the rear fender. (see chapter 14) 

Disassemble the bolts of the left crankcase cover. 

Remove the left crankcase cover.  

 

     

Note 

Unscrew and disassemble the bolts in a cross pattern. 

Take out the washer, dowel pin. 

 

Take out the washer, bushing. 

8.3 Left crankcase cover 

8.3 Drive wheel 
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Disassembling 

Remove the sliding grooved wheel shaft sleeve from the 

sliding grooved wheel. 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Remove the swash plate.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Remove the pulley rings.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Driving belt check 

Check if the driving belt for cracks, peeling,  

abnormalities, and excessive wear.  

 

Measure the driving belt width.  

 

Service limit: 19.0 mm(0.748") 

 

Note 

Please use quality factory replacement belts. 

      

 

Pulley balls 

Check each of the pulley rings for ware and damage.  

 

Measure the outer diameter of the pulley balls.  

 

Service limit: Φ17.4mm (0.685") 

Tools: Vernier calipers 89043 
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Sliding grooved wheel 

 

Measure the ring gasket inner diameter for the sliding 

grooved wheel.  

 

Service limit: Φ24.06mm (0.9472") 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tools: Vernier calipers 

 

Check if the sliding grooved wheel shaft sleeve is 

worn-out or damaged.  

Measure the shaft sleeve outer diameter of the sliding 

grooved wheel.  

 

Service limit: Φ23.93mm (0.9421") 

 

Tools: Vernier calipers 
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Install the pulley rings in the sliding grooved wheel.  

 

 

Note 

Do not apply lubricating grease to the sliding grooved 

wheel and pulley rings.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Install the swash plate.      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Install the sliding grooved wheel shaft sleeve to the slid-

ing grooved wheel assembly.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Installation 

Install the sliding grooved wheel together with the shaft 

sleeve.  
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Install the driving belt. 

      

 

 

 

 

Install the sliding grooved wheel disk.  

 

 

 

Apply engine oil to the screw thread of the sliding 

grooved wheel disk nut.  

 

 

 

Install the sliding groove wheel disk nut washers.  

 

 

 

 

 

Note 

When putting the driving belt in between the sliding 

grooved wheel disk and sliding grooved wheel, make 

sure not to damage it.  

 

 

Use the all purpose clip to clamp down the sliding 

groove wheel disk.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Install the left crankcase (see page 8-5) 

 

Screw down the sliding grooved disk nut to the required 

torque.  

 

Torque wrenching: 55N-m(5.62kgf-m)  

 

Tool: All purpose clip 

 

Do not apply lubricating grease to the sliding grooved 

disk and driving belt. 
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Disassembling 

 

Remove the drive wheel (see page 8-6) 

 

Use all-purpose clip to clamp down the clutch cover.  

Remove the clutch cover nut and washers 

Tool: 

All purpose clip 

 

 

Remove the clutch cover. 

Disassemble the clutch/drive wheel.  

 

 

 

Align the wheel hub of the clutch / drive wheel to  

the hole of the clutch spring compressor when installing the 

clutch / drive wheel to the clutch spring compressor, 

 

Use pliers to hold the clutch spring compressor.  

 

 

Use the fixing wrench to remove the driving plate  

special nut.  

 

Tools: Clutch spring compressor Fixing wrench 

 

Caution 

To avoiding spring tension reduction, please do not repress 

the valve spring when its unnecessary.  

 

Remove the clutch/drive wheel from the clutch  

spring compressor.  

 

Disassemble the clutch / drive wheel. 

      

 

Disassemble the clutch  

Remove the E clip and the side clutch plate.  

 

 

Remove the clutch spring, shoe block, and damping rubber 

pad from the driving plate 

8.10 Clutch / Drive wheel 
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Note 

When removing the side clutch plate, make sure not to 

damage it.  

 

 

 

 

Removal of the drive wheel  

Remove the seal ring. 

 

 

Take out the guide pin and the driven sliding disk from the 

drive wheel. 

      

  

 

Remove the oil seal and O-ring from the driven sliding 

disk.  

 

 

 

 

 

Replacement of the driven disk bearings 

 

Remove the needle bearing from the inside of the driven 

disk.  

 

 

 

Remove the open spring and the outer ball bearing.  

 

Tools: Bearing puller 

      

 

 

Apply lubricating grease to the outer ball bearing.  

 

 

 

Press down a new outer ball bearing into the driven disk.  

 

 

Note  

 While pressing down the outer ball bearing into  

      the driven disk, place the marked side out wards.    

 Use 6-7 g lubricating grease to fill the  

       entire bearing cavity.  
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Install the split washer.  

 

 

Press down the inside needle bearing into the driven disk.  

 

 

Note  

While pressing down the inside needle bearing into the 

driven disk, place the marked side out wards. 

       

Checking  

Clutch cover 

Check if the clutch cover has any damages, abnormalities or 

excessive wear.  

 

Measure the clutch cover inner diameter.  

 

 

Service limit : Φ125.5mm (4.9409") 

Tools: Vernier calipers 

Clutch wearing plate 

 

 

Check if the clutch wearing plates have any damages, abnor-

malities or excessive wear.  

Measure the clutch wearing plate thickness.  

Service limit : Φ1.5mm (0.059") 

Driven sliding disk spring 

 

 

 

Measure the free length of the spring.  

Service limit : 163.7mm (6.4448") 

Tools: Vernier calipers 

      

  

 

 

 

 

Driven disk 

Check if the driven disk is worn-out or damaged. Measure 

the driven disk outer diameter.  

 

Service limit : Φ33.94mm (1.3362") 

Tools: Vernier calipers 89043 
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Driven sliding disk 

Check if the driven sliding disk is worn-out or damaged.  

 

Measure the driven sliding disk inner diameter.  

 

Service limit : Φ34.06mm (1.3409") 

Tools: Vernier calipers  

 

Assembling  

Assembling of drive wheel  

 

Clean and remove all the engine oil or lubricating  

grease on the disk surface.  

 

Install the oil seal.  

 

Apply lubricating oil to the O-ring and put the ring  

on the two side ends of the driven sliding disk.  

 

Install the driven sliding disk.  

 

Apply lubricating oil to the guide pin and put  

the pin to the driven disk. 

   

Install the seal ring  

 

Note 

Clean all the engine oil and lubricating grease  

on the disk surface.  
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Install the damping rubber pad, shoe block and clutch spring to 

the driving plate. 

          

  

 

 

 

 

Install the side clutch plate and the E clip.  

 

 

 

 

Clutch / Drive wheel assembling 

 

Align the clutch bushing to the hole of the clutch spring com-

pressor while putting the drive wheel, driven sliding disk 

spring, spring pad and clutch to the clutch spring compressor.  

 

 

 

Use the fixing wrench to install the driving plate special nut to 

the required torque 

 

 

Tools: Clutch spring compressor 

Fixing wrench  

Torque wrenching: 55N-m(5.6202kgf-m) 

 

 

Cautions 

•    To avoid the spring tension reduction, please do not press 

the valve spring when unnecessary.  

•    Make the screw thread notch of the driven disk align with 

the driving plate notch. 

      

 

Installation 

Clutch / Drive wheel assembling  

Install the clutch cover.  

Use all-purpose clip to clamp down the clutch cover.  

 

 

Install the washer and clutch cover nut and screw down the nut 

to the specified torque.  

 

Torque wrenching: 55N-m(5.6202kgf-m) 

Tool: All purpose clip 89008 

Install the drive wheel (see this chapter).  

Install the left crankcase cover (see this chapter). 
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8.19 Gearbox 

Disassembling 

  

Remove the right rear wheel and the rear  

brake system.  

Disassemble the differential cover bolts.  

Remove the differential cover.  

     

 

 

Once the differential is disassembled, we suggest 

replacing the gasket of the differential.  

 

 

Recommended gear oil: SAE 85W-140  

Gear oil capacity: 0.3L  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Attention: Whenever disassembling the differential 

cover, check the gear oil to see if it is dirty or con-

tains metal shavings. Replace it if necessary.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The gearbox has three shafts: input shaft, middle 

shaft and out put shaft.  

There working principle as the photo left.  

 

 

The gear ratio of the input shaft and middle shaft is : 

3.25 

The gear ratio of the middle shaft in output 
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Disassembling of the gearbox 

After removing the gearbox cover, all the shaft the 

differential can be taken out from the gearbox.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When taking out parts of the gearbox, you must be 

very clear of the assembly sequence.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The steps of installation are reverse to the  

disassembling.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: When assembling the gear of the output  

shaft, make sure that the side that has the higher 

step must be assembled facing the left  

side of the vehicle.      
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9.2 Maintenance introduction 

•    This part includes disassembling and installation of the starter speed reduction system/magneto pulse-

generator and overrunning clutch. Keep the engine on the frame when servicing these items.  

•    For the inspection and troubleshooting of the magneto, refer to chapter 15  
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9.3 Troubleshooting  

Engine does not run 

•    Overrunning clutch damage 

•    The idle wheel of the electric Starter is damaged 

•    Starting system failure (see Chapter 17) 

 

Specifications                                                                 unit: mm(in) 

 

Items       Standard value    Service limit  

Electric starting idle wheel    Φ10.000-Φ9.015 

(Wheel inner diameter)    Φ0.3937″-Φ0.3549″ 

 

Electric starting idle wheel   Φ9.972-Φ9.987 

 (Shaft outer diameter)    Φ0.3925″-Φ0.3931″ 

 

Overrunning clutch large tooth  Φ32.000-Φ32.025 

 (Inner diameter)     Φ1.2598″-Φ1.2608″    Φ32.1 (Φ1.2637²)  

 

Overrunning clutch housing    Φ27.980-Φ27.993 

(Outer diameter)     Φ1.1015″-Φ1.1020″    Φ27.9 (Φ1.0984²)  

 

Torque wrenching value 

 

Fan cover bolt                                                8-12N-m(0.8174-1.2262kgf-m) 

Cooling fan fixing bolt                                     8-12N-m(0.8174-1.2262kgf-m) 

Flywheel retaining nut                                    55-60N-m(5.6202-6.1312kgf-m) 

Stator fixing bolt                                             8-12N-m(0.8174-1.2262kgf-m) 

Ignition pulse-generator fixing bolt                 5-10N-m(0.5109-1.0218kgf-m) 

Fixing bolt magneto output cable clip             8-12N-m(0.8174-1.2262kgf-m) 

Overrunning clutch retaining nut                     95-100N-m(9.7077-10.2186kgf-m)  

       Apply oil to screw thread 

Overrunning clutch housing hex socket          12N-m(1.2262kgf-m)            

       Apply locking liquid to head bolt screw thread 

 

Tools     

All purpose clip 

Magneto rotor puller 

Four claw wrench  
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9.4 Flywheel disassembling/Installation  

Disassembling  

 

Remove the seat and the seat cushion pad  

(see chapter 14)  

     

 

 

 

 

 

Remove the output cable connector of the magneto.  

 

Remove the fan cover bolt and fan cover.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Remove the bolt and cooling fan.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Use a special tool to hold the flywheel.  

Remove the flywheel fixing nut and washer.  

 

Tool: All purpose clip  
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Use flywheel puller to remove the flywheel.  

 

Tool: Magneto rotor puller 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Remove the bolt and the clip of magneto output cable.  

 

Remove the cable fixing rubber from the slot of the 

right crankcase cover.  

 

Remove the bolt and ignition pulse-generator.  

 

Remove the stator bolt.  

 

Take out the stator.  

 

 

 

 

Installation 

Install the stator and bolt.  

 

Torque wrenching: 10N-m(1.021kgf-m)  

Install the ignition pulse-generator and bolt.  

 

Torque wrenching: 6N-m(0.6131kgf-m) 

Install the wire cable fixing rubber to the slot of the 

right crankcase cover.  

 

Install the magneto output cable clip and bolt.  

 

Torque wrenching: 10N-m(1.021kgf-m)  

 

Note 

Please do not fold the cable when installing the cable 

clips. 
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9.7 Disassembling/installation of the right crank-

Disassembling     -Remove the flywheel. (see this chapter) 

Remove the right crankcase cover.    

Remove the gasket and dowel pin.  

Install the flywheel.  

 

Note 

•    Before installation, please clean all the engine oil on the 

joint surface of the crankshaft and flywheel.  

•    Please check the flywheel for debris and dirt, if they are 

present, please remove before  

•    Installation. Magnet will attract steel scraps and iron 

substance.  

•    When installing, make the notch on the flywheel line up 

with the semicircular key.  

 

Use the all purpose clip to hold the flywheel.  

 

Install the flywheel retaining nut and washer, screw down 

the nut.  

 

Torque wrenching: 60N-m(6.1312kgf-m)  

Install the cooling fan and bolt, and screw down the bolt.  

 

Torque wrenching: 12N-m(1.2262kgf-m)  

Tool: All purpose clip 

 

Install the cooling fan, fan bolt, and screw down the bolt.  

 

Install the output cable connector of the magneto.  

 

Mount the seat and the seat cushion pad (see chapter 14) 
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9.8 Electric starting idle wheel 

Disassembling 

 

Remove the right crankcase cover. (see chapter 9) 

Remove the starting idle wheel and idler shaft.  

   

Checking 

Check if the starting idle wheel and idle shaft are  

worn-out or damaged.  

 

Installation 

The mounting sequence is just opposite to the  

disassembling sequence. 

 

Removal of the overrunning clutch.  

Remove the right crankcase cover. (see this chapter)  

 

Note 

Over running clutch retaining nut is left-hand thread.  

 

Remove the overrunning clutch assembly.  

 

Tool: All purpose clip 

Four claw wrench 

 

      

Checking 

Please check the right crankcase cover oil seal,  

and replace it if necessary. 

 

 

 

 

 

Installation 

The mounting sequence is just opposite to the disassembling 

sequence.  

•    While installing, replace the gasket with a new one.  

•    Please screw down the bolts in steps, and in 2 to 3 interlaced 

mode for fear or damaging the right crankcase cover. 
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9.9 Removal / Assembling of  

      the overrunning clutch 

 Disassembling 

Please check if the one-way clutch is skidding.  

 

The Starter driven gear should steadily turn counter 

clockwise, and should not turn clockwise.  

 

 

Please turn the starter driven gear counter clockwise and 

remove it.  

 

Remove the needle bearing.  

 

Remove the overrunning clutch housing hex socket head 

bolt 

      

 

  

 

Check if the rollers are worn out or damaged.  

 

Check if the springs are worn out or damaged.   
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Assembling 

Please apply clean engine oil to the one-way rollers.  

Mount the springs, rollers and plungers to the clutch body.      

  

 

Mount the clutch housing to the clutch body.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Apply locking liquid to the screw thread of the hex socket 

head bolt for the overrunning clutch housing.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Install and screw down the hex socket head bolt for the 

overrunning clutch housing  

 

Torque wrenching: 12N-m(1.2262kgf-m) 

 

Mount the needle bearing.  

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Please mount the starter driven gear by turning it counter-

clockwise.      
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Installation of the  

overrunning clutch 

     

Install the overrunning  

clutch assembly.  

Hold the driven wheel  

with the all purpose clip.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Apply engine oil to the  

retaining nut screw  

thread for the  

overrunning clutch.  

 

Install and screw down  

the overrunning clutch  

retaining nut.  

 

Tool:     All purpose clip  

       Four claw wrench 

 

 

Note  

Overrunning clutch retaining nut has left-hand thread.  

 

Torque wrenching: 100N-m(10.2186kgf-m)  

 

Mount the right crankcase cover. (see this chapter)   

  

9.12   Installation of the  

          overrunning clutch 
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10.1 Maintenance introduction  

Loud Noises  

•    Bearing of connecting rod big end is worn-out 

•    Connecting rod small end is worn-out 

•    Connecting rod bending 

•    Crankcase bearing is worn-out 

10.1 Troubleshooting 

General 

•    The crankcase must be disassembled for convenience of repairing and maintaining the crankshaft 

and transmission.  

•    Prior to the crankcase disassembling, the following components should be removed:  

Magneto / overrunning clutch (Chapter 9) 

Driving wheel/clutch/driven wheel/starter (Chapter 8) 

Cylinder cap/cylinder head (Chapter 6)  

Cylinder/piston (Chapter 7) 

Starting motor (Chapter 17) 

Carburetor (Chapter 4) 

 

Specifications    unit: mm(in) 

 

Items        Standard value   Service limit  

Crankshaft throb amount measuring apparatus   ----      0.10 

           (0.0039″) 

 

 Clearance of connecting rod big end   0.15-0.35     0.55 

       (0.0059-0.137″)  (0.0216″) 

  

Redial clearance connecting rod big end   0-0.008     0.05 

       (0-0.0003″)   (0.0019″) 

  

Torque wrenching value 

 

Right crankcase bolt    8-12N-m(0.8174-1.2262kgf-m) 

Right crankcase bolt 

     

Tools 

Crankshaft throb amount measuring apparatus 

Crankshaft radial clearance measuring apparatus 

Clearance gauge  
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Remove the right crankcase.  

 

 

 

 

Remove the gasket and dowel pin.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Remove the crankshaft.  

 

Clean all the silt on the cylinder surface.  

 

Attention 

Don’t damage the joint surface.  

10.3 Crankshaft 

10.2 Crankcase disassembling  

Checking 

Use clearance gauge to measure the side clearance of  

the connecting rod big end.  

Service limit: 0.55mm(0.0216") 

Tool: Clearance gauge 

     

 

 

 

 

Measure the redial clearance of the connecting rod big 

end.  

Service limit: 0.55mm(0.0216") 

 

Tool: Crankshaft radial clearance measuring apparatus  
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Attention 

While conducting this operation, make sure to put the 

washer / Gasket in its position.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mount the right crankcase bolts and screw down the bolts 

to the specified torque.  

 

Torque wrenching: 8-12N-m(0.8174-1.2262kgf-m) 

Crankcase assembling 

Install the crankshaft.  

Install the timing chain.  

 

 

 

 

 

Install the dowel pin and a new washer /  Gasket.  

 

Mount the right crankcase body onto the left crankcase.  

 

Place the crankshaft on a V piece, and measure its  

eccentricity with a microcalliper.  

 

Service limit: 0.10mm(0.00039) 

 

Tool: Crankshaft throb amount measuring apparatus. 

10.4 Crankcase assembling  
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Steering difficult 

•    Steering stem bearing/seat ring failure 

•    Steering stem bearing/gasket damage 

•    Improper adjustment of steering stem bearing 

•    Low tire pressure  

•    Flat tire 

Auto steering     

•    FR. fork is bent 

•    Front axle is bent 

•    Improper wheel installation 

•    Bearing failure of steering stem 

•    Frame is bent 

•    Bearing failure of front wheel 

General 

•    A dirty brake disc or friction plate may reduce the braking function. Do not use a dirty friction plate 

until high-efficiency brake degreasing detergent is used to remove the dirt.  

•    This Chapter describes the maintenance of the front wheel, steering stem and steering handle bar. 

Refer to Chapter 12 for the maintenance and service of front brake.  

•    The motorcycle should be properly braced with a hoist or on a work bench.  

 

Specifications    unit: mm(in) 

 

Items       Standard value    Service limit  

Front wheel axle throb volume   ----      0.20(0.008)  

Rim Jump (Radial)     ----      1.0(0.04)  

Rim Jump (Axial)     ----      1.0(0.04)  

 

Wrenching torque 

 

Front axle nut                                            60N-m(43.5 ft-Lbs) (6.132kgf-m) 

Steering stem locknut                               70N-m(50.7 ft-Lbs) (7.153kgf-m) 

Steering handlebar fixing nut                      45N-m(32.6 ft-Lbs) (4.5984kgf-m) 

Front shock absorber bolt (upper)               27N-m(19.6 ft-Lbs) (2.759kgf-m) 

Brake disc hex socket bolt                        23N-m(16.7 ft-Lbs) (2.35kgf-m)  

            old locking bolt shall be replaced 

Master cylinder holder fixing bolt               12N-m(8.7 ft-Lbs) (1.226kgf-m) 

Left handlebar screw                                 3N-m(2.2 ft-Lbs) (0.3065gf-m) 

Left handlebar nut                                      4N-m(2.9 ft-Lbs) (0.4087kgf-m) 

Brake caliper fixing bolt                              40N-m(29.0 ft-Lbs) (4.0874kgf-m) 

 

Tools 

Bearing installing tool                             89016 

Steering stem adjusting nut wrench         89017 

11.2 Troubleshooting  

11.1 Maintenance and Service 

Swinging of front wheel 

•    Rim is bent 

•    Axle bearing worn  

•    Flat tire      

Wheel runs difficult 

•    FR. Wheel bearing failure 

•    Counting gear seat failure 

Weak suspension  

•    FR. fork spring weakened 

Hard suspension 

•    Front shock absorber failure 
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Disassembling 

Support the Frame on a workbench. 

Remove the lower screw of the odometer cable and disassemble 

the odometer cable shaft from the speed gear seat.  

 Remove front axle nut.  

Disassemble the front axle and front wheel.  

 

Attention 

Please do not operate front brake handle after disassembling the 

front wheel. Such operation may pull out the caliper piston, 

which is difficult to put back in place.  

 

Front wheel axle.  

Place the front wheel axle on a V piece, measure its throb 

amount with the microcallipers.  

Service limit: 0.2mm (0.008 in)  

 

Rim 

Place the wheel on a rotation rack to check the rim jump.  

Turn the wheel by hand and measure the jump  

with a micrometer dial. 

Service limit:     axle: 1.0 mm (0.04 in)  

    Radial: 1.0 mm (0.04 in) 

 

Brake disc deformation.  

Measure the brake disc for any bends or deformities.  

Service limit: 0.30 mm (0.010 in) 

 

Wheel Assembly 

Turn the inner retainer of each bearing by hand; the bearing 

should to turn smoothly. Also check whether the outer retainer of 

the bearing is firmly installed in the hub.  

 

If the retainer doesn’t turn smoothly or is loosely installed in the 

hub, replace it.  

Attention 

The axle bearings should be replaced in pairs.  

 

For the replacement of bearings, see the description below.  

 

Disassembling 

Disassemble counting gear seat.  

Remove the Left sleeve of the front wheel axle.  

Remove the brake disc and dust seal.  

Attention 

Check the brake disc for any deformities.  

Refer to Page 11-4. 

11.3 Front wheel 
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Remove the speedometer gear seat, wheel bearing and 

middle shaft sleeve from the hub.  

 

Attention 

Old bearings should not be reused. Once dismantled, 

They should be replaced with a new one.  

 

 

Fill the new bearing clearance with grease.  

 

Press in the left bearing.  

 

Attention 

The bearings should be installed with the  

sealed side on the outside.  

Install the middle shaft sleeve.  

 

Press down the right side bearings.  

 

 

Tools: Bearing installing tool  

11.5 Replacing The Wheel Bearing 
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Replace the old brake disk hex socket bolts with new ones. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Screw down the hex socket head bolt inside the brake disk 

to the specified torque.  

 

 

 

Wrenching torque value: 23N-m(16.7 ft-lbs) (2.35kgf-m) 

 

 

 

Install the speed counting gear seat dust seal.  

 

 

 

 

Install the dust seal, front wheel and left shaft sleeve.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mount the speed counting gear seat onto the hub and allow 

the tooth of the bearing retainer to match the notch of the 

speed counting gear seat. 

 

Install the left side dust seal. 

11.7 Installation of Brake Disc 
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11.8 Front Shock Absorber 

Disassembling 

Dismantle front wheel.  

Remove front fenders.  

Remove brake caliper bolts.  

Remove front shock absorber nuts and the shock 

absorber. 

Installation  

 

 

Install the caliper on the brake disk and make sure 

not to scratch the friction plate.  

 

Screw down the caliper bolts.  

 

Screwing down: 40N-m(29.0 ft-lbs) (4.0874kgf-m) 

 

Install the front wheel axle and nut.  

 

 

Attention 

The protruding part of counting gear assembly 

should be aligned to the groove of front shock ab-

sorber.  

 

 

 

 

Wrench the axle nut to the required torque value.  

 

Wrenching torque 60N-m(43.5 ft-Lbs) (6.131kgf-

m) 

 

Mount the odometer flexible shaft to the speed 

counting gear seat and fasten it.  
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11.10 Steering handlebar  

Disassembling     

 

Disassemble the front and the rear handlebar cover 

(see chapter 14). 

 

Disassemble the speedometer cover (see chapter 14). 

 

Disassemble screws of the left handle switch and the 

right handle switch. 

 

Remove connectors of the left and the right handle 

switch. 

 

Remove the front master cylinder bolt.  

Remove the front master cylinder unit.  

 

Attention 

Hang the master cylinder at the same height as its 

original mounted position to prevent air from entering 

the Hydraulic system.  

Installation 

Install front shock absorber in the steering stem.  

Install the front shock absorber bolts.  

Wrench the front shock absorber bolts to the  

required torque value.  

 

 

Wrenching torque: 27N-m(19.6 ft-lbs) (2.759kgf-m) 

 

Install brake caliper and wrench tight the bolts.  

Wrenching torque:  

Bolt: 40N-m(29.0 ft-lbs) (4.0874kgf-m) 

Install the front fender (see page 14-8). 

 

 

Install the front wheel in the reverse sequence  

of the disassembling operation. 
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Disassemble the throttle cable.  

 

 

 

 

Disassemble the parking brake lever bolts and re-

move the parking brake lever. 

 

      

  

 

 

 

 

Disassemble the ignition lock screws and remove the 

ignition lock.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Disassemble the handle bar bolt and remove 

the handlebar.  

 

 

 

 

 

Installation 

Secure the handle bar to steering stem.  

 

Tighten the steering handlebar  

bolt properly.  

 

Wrenching torque:  

45N-m(32.6 ft-lbs) (4.5984kgf-m) 

 

 

Reverse the previous steps to  

reassemble the components.  
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Disassembling  

Disassemble the front wheel.  

Disassemble the handle bar.  

Remove the front fender. (see chapter 14) 

 

 

 

  

 

Remove the brake line from front shock  

absorber protection clip.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Remove the locknut of steering stem. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Remove the adjustment nut.  

 

Tool: Steering stem adjusting nut wrench 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Remove the upper steel disk.  

Remove the upper bearing balls.  

 

  

11.11 Steering stem 
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Bearing Replacement  

Attention 

Replace the complete set of upper bearing, lower bearing 

balls/bearing ball bracket.  

 

 

 

Dismantle the upper bearing cup. 

 

       

 

Installation 

Press down the new upper bearing cup.  

Apply lubricating grease onto the bearing cup surface. 

 

 

 

 

Install new upper bearing steel balls 

 

 

 

Install new lower bearing ball and ball bracket, and apply 

grease to its surface.  

 

 

nstall the adjusting nut.  

 

Tool: Steering stem adjusting nut wrench  

 

Turn the steering stem, and adjust it to the extent that it turns 

freely and without interference, then loosen the adjusting nut 

1/4 round back.  

 

 

Wrench the cornering locknut to the required torque value.  

 

Wrenching torque: 70N-m(50.7 ft-lbs) (7.153kgf-m) 

 

Check now. There should not be an axial clearance and the 

steering stem should be able to rotate smoothly.  

Install the handle bar.  

 

Reverse the disassembling steps of the 

 front fork’s to re-install.      
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General  

Warning 

A dirty brake disk or dirty brake pads may reduce the braking effectiveness. Do not use dirty brake pads 

until a high-efficiency brake degreasing detergent is used to remove the dirt.  

     

Attention 

•    The Brake fluid that spilled over paint, plastic or rubber parts will cause damage. During maintenance 

and service, please cover these parts with a clean towel.  

•    When the hydraulic system is disassembled or the braking force at brake calipers is sufficient, please let 

out the air in the system.  

•    Before driving the motorcycle, check the braking effectiveness of the brake system.  

 

 

Specifications    unit: mm(in) 

 

Items        Standard value    Service limit  

Brake fluid       DOT3 TO DOT4     ----  

Brake disk thickness      ----      3.0 (0.12)  

Disk jump       ----      0.3 (0.01)  

Main cylinder inner dia.     Φ14.00-Φ14.043  

       (Φ0.5512-Φ0.5529)   Φ14.055 (Φ0.5533)  

Outer diameter of Master cylinder plunger   Φ13.957-Φ13.984  

       (Φ0.5493-Φ0.5505)   Φ14.945 (Φ0.5490)  

Inner diameter of Caliper hydrocylinder   Φ25.400-Φ25.405  

       (Φ0.9999-Φ1.00002)   Φ25.45 (Φ1.002)  

Out diameter of Caliper piston    Φ25.335-Φ25.368  

       (Φ0.9974-Φ0.9987)   Φ25.32 (Φ0.997)  

 

 

Screwing down moment value 

 

Brake oil pipe bolt                     23N-m(16.7ft-1bs)(2.3502kgf-m) 

Fixing bolt of Master cylinder     12N-m(8.7ft-1bs)(1.2262kgf-m) 

Main cylinder cap screw            2N-m(1.4ft-1bs)(0.2043kgf-m) 

Fr. brake lamp switch screw      2N-m(1.4ft-1bs)(0.2043kgf-m) 

Brake handle bolt                     10N-m(7.2ft-1bs)(1.0218kgf-m) 

Nut                                           6N-m(4.3ft-1bs)(0.6131kgf-m) 

Brake pads guide pin                 23N-m(16.7ft-1bs)(2.3502kgf-m) 

Brake caliper air valve                6N-m(4.3ft-1bs)(0.6131kgf-m) 

     

Tools 

Aperture circlip tongs 

Microcalipers 

High pressure gunjet 

 

12.1 Maintenance and service 
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Replacement of brake fluid/removing air 

Park the motorcycle on level ground and support it by main stand.  

Please check the brake fluid level.  

Attention 

Do not spill brake fluid onto painted, plastic or rubber parts.  

Whenever servicing the brakes cover these parts with clean towels.  

Discharging of brake fluid 

Connect a hose to the bleeder valve.  

Loosen the caliper’s bleeder valve and press the brake handle.  

Stop when no more fluid flows out of the valve.  

Warning 

A dirty brake disk or dirty brake pads may reduce the braking  

effectiveness. Do not use dirty brake pads until a high-efficiency 

brake degreasing detergent is used to remove the dirt.  

Filling of brake fluid/removing air  

Attention 

Do not mix fluids of different model No. as they are incompatible.  

Fill the main cylinder with DOT3 or DOT4 brake fluid to the  

upper level.  

Connect vacuum air pipe or substitute to the air valve.  

Attention 

 After letting out air from disk brake assembly, please check the brake fluid level from time  

      to time to prevent air entering the system.  

 Do not mix disk brake fluids of different models No’s. Do not reuse dirty brake fluid as that  

      will reduce the braking effect.  

•    Please follow the manufacturer’s instructions when using the disk brake caliper air removing tools.     

Brake handle is hard 

•    Braking system is blocked or narrow 

•    Caliper piston is worn 

•    Brake fluid gate is blocked or narrow 

•    The washer of caliper piston is worn-out 

•    Master cylinder plunger is  worn-out 

•    Brake handle is bent.  

 

Slow braking effect 

•    Brake pads/brake disk is dirty 

•    Wheel is not calibrated 

•    Brake pads/disc brake disk is dirty  

•    Brake disk is bent/deformed  

Brake handle is weak 

•    Air in the hydraulic system 

•    Hydraulic system leakage 

•    Friction plate/brake disk dirty 

•    The washer of caliper piston is worn-out 

•    The seal ring of master cylinder plunger is worn-out 

•    Brake pads/brake disk is worn 

•    Caliper contaminated 

•    Insufficient brake fluid 

•    Brake fluid channel is blocked 

•    Brake disk is bent/deformed 

•    Caliper piston is worn 

•    Main cylinder plunger is sticky/worn 

•    Main cylinder is dirty 

•    Brake handle is bent    

12.4 Replacement of brake fluid/removing air 

12.3 Troubleshooting  
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 Pump out the air in the air pipe and open the exhaust valve.  

When the fluid level in the main cylinder is lower than the 

jet center, please replenish brake fluid and avoid the air suc-

tion.  

Repeat the above procedures until there is no bubble in the 

plastic exhaust.  

Attention 

If air enters air pipe through air valve thread, use Teflon tape 

to seal the thread before installing the air valve.  

 

If vacuum exhaust pipe is not applicable, please follow the 

operations below.  

 

Use the front brake handle to add pressure to the brake sys-

tem until fluid comes out of the small hole on the main cyl-

inder, no more air bubbles are observed and resistance is 

felt on the front brake handle.  

 

1. Operate the front brake handle, then loosen the air valve 

1/2 turn and then close the valve.  

Attention 

Before the air valve is closed, do not let go of the front 

brake handle.  

 

2. When the brake rod reaches its stroke extremity, keep it there for a couple of seconds and release 

it slowly.  

 

Repeat the steps above till no more air bubbles coming out of the small hole.  

 

Wrench the exhaust valve tight.  

 

Wrenching torque: 6N-m(4.3ft-1bs)(0.6131kgf-m) 

 

Fill the DOT3 or DOT4 brake fluid into the main cylinder up to the upper limit.      

  

Warning 

A dirty brake disk or dirty brake pads may reduce the 

braking effectiveness. Do not use dirty brake pads until a 

high-efficiency brake degreasing detergent is used to re-

move the dirt.  

Reinstall diaphragm and main cylinder cap.  

 

Install the main cylinder cap screws and wrench them 

tight to the required torque.   

 

Wrenching torque: 2N-m(1.4ft-1bs)(0.2043kgf-m) 

 

Install the maintenance case and plastic peg. 
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Replacing the brake pads 

 

Warning 

A dirty brake disk or dirty brake pads may reduce  

the braking effectiveness. Do not use dirty brake  

pads until a high-efficiency brake degreasing  

detergent is used to remove the dirt.  

 

Attention 

In order to ensure that an even pressure is  

distributed to the brake disk, the friction plate  

should be replaced in pairs.  

 

Remove the front wheel.  

 

Loosen the brake pad guide pin.  

 

Take out the brake pad guide pin from the caliper  

 

Remove the brake pad.      

 

 

Insert a new outer washer and press down the caliper  

piston to form a gap for installing inner washer.  

 

Install a new inner washer.  

 

Install the brake pad guide pin by pushing the brake  

pad toward the caliper to press the friction spring.  

 

Screw down the brake pad guide pin to the specified torque.  

 

Wrenching torque: 23N-m(16.7ft-1bs)(2.3502kgf-m) 

 

Install the front wheel.  

 

Brake Disk 

Brake Disk Thickness.  

Measure brake disk thickness.  

Service limit: 3.0mm(0.12in) 

Tools: Micrometer 

 

Brake disk is bent.  

Dismantle front wheel.  

Measure if the brake disk is bent.  

Service limit: 0.3mm(0.01in)     

12.6 Brake pads /Brake disk 
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Disassembling 

Attention 

Do not spill brake fluid onto painted, plastic or rubber parts. 

Whenever maintenance and service is operated cover these 

parts with clean towels.  

 Attention 

When removing the bolts of brake oil pipe, wrap the hose 

 end to avoid spills. Wrench tightly the oil pipe to  

avoid fluid leakage.  

Discharge the brake fluid.  

Remove the steering handle bar front/rear covers.  

 

Disconnect the wire connector of FR. Brake light switch.  

Remove the bolt of main cylinder holder, holder 

 and main cylinder.  

 

Disassemble the brake oil pipe.  

 

Disassemble the nut/bolt of front brake  

handle and braking lever.  

 

Remove the bolt and front stop lamp switch.  

 

Remove the plunger sleeve and retainer 

 from main cylinder body.  

 

Tools  —Aperture circlip tongs     

  

Remove the plunger and spring 

 

Clean the main cylinder and storage tank with brake fluid.  

 

Checking 

Check the oil seal and dust proof gasket for any wear, corro-

sion or damage  

Check the main cylinder and plunger for any indentations or 

other damage.  

 

Measure the main cylinder inner diameter.  

Service limit: Φ14.055mm (Φ0.5533 in) 

Measure main cylinder plunger outer diameter.  

Service limit: Φ13.945mm (Φ0.5490 in) 

 

Attention 

The main cylinder plunger, oil seal, spring, gasket and open 

retainer must be replaced together.  

12.8 Main cylinder                     
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Assembling  

Attention 

When installing the oil seal, do not let the lip pop out from inside 

the groove. The open retainer must be firmly installed in the 

groove.  

Clean the main cylinder with compressed air.  

 

Assemble the main cylinder.  

 

Prior to assembling, please soak the oil seal in clean brake fluid.  

 

Install the gasket, open retainer and the plunger sleeve.  

 

Tools:  Aperture circlip tongs 

      

Grease the rotary shaft and install front brake handle.  

 

Install the bolt/nut of the front brake handle and wrench it 

tight to the required torque.  

 

Wrenching torque:  

Front braking handle pivot bolt: 10N-m(7.2ft.1bs) 

(1.0218kgf-m) 

 

Nut: 6N-m(4.3ft-1bs)(0.6131kgf-m)  

 

Install the front stop lamp switch and fasten the screw to 

the specified moment.  

 

Wrenching torque: 2N.m(1.4ft-1bs)(0.2043kgf-m) 

 

Installation 

Place the main cylinder on the steering handle bar and in-

stall the rack and two fixing bolts. Make sure mark UP is 

on top. (as in the picture) 

 

Align the rack end to the mark on the steering handle bar 

and wrench tight the upper bolt and then the lower bolt.  

 

Wrenching torque: 12N.m(8.7ft-1bs)(1.2262kgf-m) 

 

Connect the brake oil pipe with new gasket and wrench 

the bolts to the required torque.  

 

Wrenching torque: 23N.m(16.7ft-1bs) (2.3502kgf-m) 

Connect the connector of front stop lamp switch.  

 

Inject brake fluid into the main cylinder to the normal oil 

level and let out the air in the braking system. 
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Dismantling  

Attention     

Do not spill any brake fluid onto painted, plastic or rubber parts.  

Whenever maintenance and service is conducted, cover these 

parts with clean towels.  

 

Discharge the brake fluid from the braking system.  

 

Remove friction plate.  

 

Place a clean vessel under the caliper; remove the caliper oil 

bolt, gasket and small hole joint.  

 

Remove the brake caliper and the bracket together. 

       

Brake caliper disassembling 

Dismantling sequence:  

-    Caliper bracket 

-    Rest pin sleeve  

-    Caliper hydraulic cylinder piston 

 

If necessary, add a little pressure to the caliper injection hole to 

press piston out.  

 

Place some rags under the caliper.  

 

Please make use of the air jet.  

 

Warning  

Do not press the nozzle too hard to the caliper injection hole. 

The piston might be damaged if it is driven out by a strong 

force.  

 

Tools: High pressure gunjet 

 

 

 

Push in dustproof gasket and piston gasket and take them out.  

 

Clean the gasket groove with clean brake fluid.  

 

Attention 

Make sure not to damage the sliding surface of the piston.  

Remove the sleeve from the caliper.  

Check if the sleeve is worn-out or damaged. 

12.10 Brake caliper 
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Checking 

Check the caliper’s piston for any indentations or  

other damage.  

Measure the outer diameter of caliper piston.  

 

Service limit: Φ25.32mm(Φ0.997 in) 

 

Check the caliper hydraulic cylinder body for any  

indentation or other damage.  

 

Measure the inner diameter of caliper’s hydraulic cylinder.  

 

Service limit: Φ25.45mm(Φ1.002 in)  

 

Assembling 

Install a new piston oil seal and dustproof gasket with clean 

brake fluid and install them in the seal groove of the caliper.  

 

Lubricate the caliper’s hydraulic cylinder and piston  

with clean brake fluid, and press the piston into caliper’s 

 hydraulic cylinder with the piston end toward the break pad.  

 

Grease the sleeve and mount it to the caliper.  

 

Apply a coat of silicone grease to the caliper and rest pin.  

 

Install the friction plate spring to the caliper.  

 

Assemble the caliper bracket. 

      

  

 

Installation 

Mount the assembly of the caliper and bracket to the front 

shock absorber and screw down the fixing bolts to  

the specified moment.  

 

Wrenching torque: 30N.m(21.7ft-1bs) (3.0656kgf-m) 

 

Connect the eyelet hole joint of the brake oil pipe with new 

joint washers and screw down the bolts to the specified torque.  

 

Wrenching torque: 35N.m(25.4ft-1bs) (3.5765kgf-m) 

 

Inject main cylinder with canned DOT3 or DOT4 and  

let out the air in the braking system.  

 

Install the front wheel.   
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13.2 Parking brake system 

Note: The parking brake lever has two functions:  

First, it is the lever of the parking brake system.  

Second, it is the lever of the swinger system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Principle of the parking brake system 

When you are driving your vehicle the parking brake lever is in 

the lower position, at this time, the parking pawl is in the posi-

tion. Illustrated to the right  

The rear brake pedal can be pressed and returns freely.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

When parking the vehicle, lift the parking brake lever. The 

parking pawl is in this position. Illustrated to the right. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Then you should press the rear brake pedal thus activating the 

emergency brake system. 

      

  

 

 

 

 

 

At this time, the parking pawl is in this position.  

The pawl seizes up the ratchet wheel, the rear brake pedal can 

not return.  
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When the ignition switch is in the “PARK” position,  

the parking brake lever will be locked by the ignition  

switch and the parking brake lever can not be unlocked.  

 

When the ignition is in the other positions, the  

parking brake lever can be unlocked. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Attention: make sure that you lift the parking brake lever and 

press the rear brake peddle when you park your vehicle. 

      

  

 

Disassembling 

Remove the front side cover and the floorboard.  

(see chapter 14) 

Disassemble the bolt of the ratchet wheel shaft.  

 

 

 

 

 

Disassemble the pin of the ratchet wheel.  

Pull out the ratchet wheel shaft and remove 

 the ratchet wheel.  

 

 

Disassemble the return spring of the pawl. 

Disassemble the pin of the pawl.  

Disassemble the cable of the pawl.  

Remove the pawl. 

 

The steps of the installation are reversed. 
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13.4 Swinger 

Disassembling 

Disassemble the screws of the parking synchronizer cover and 

remove the cover.  

Remove the swinger cable. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Disassemble the bolt of the rear shock absorber.  

 

Disassemble the bolt of the swinger.  

Remove the swinger.  

 

 

 

 

 

Disassemble the bolts of the rear brake synchronizer  

and remove the rear brake swinger.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The rear brake synchronizer can not be removed,  

once it is broken, replace it. 
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Principle of the swinger 

Disassemble the bolts of the synchronizer little cover.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Disassemble the bolts of the swinger cover.  

Separate the left and right swinger aluminum castings. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The swinger cover is aligned with the front part of the vehicle 

and the shaft of the swinger is aligned with the rear part of the 

vehicle and the engine. 

      

  

 

When the parking brake lever is in the lower position, the  

rocker is in this position.  

The swinger shaft can turn freely.  

The cab can swing.  

 

 

 

 

 

When the parking lever is in the upper position, the  

rocker goes into the gear.  

The swinger shaft can not turn.  

The cab cannot swing.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

There are four cushions between the swinger shaft and the 

swinger cover to make the vehicle swing gently. 
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14.1 Maintenance introduction 

General Warning 

 To prevent scolding, let the exhaust system cool down before disassembling any part or  

       doing any maintenance and service.  

•    This Chapter describes the disassembling and installation of the frame chassis and exhaust system.  

•    When replacing exhaust pipe, the gasket of exhaust pipe should also be replaced.  

 Assemble the exhaust pipe assembly, wrench tight the exhaust pipe locknut first and then the muffler.  

       If the muffler is tightened before exhaust pipe, there might be difficulty connecting the exhaust pipe.  

•    After installation, please check the exhaust system for any leakage.  

     

Wrenching                                                Torque 

Muffler fixing bolt                                       30N-m(3.0656kgf-m) 

Fixing bolt or muffler protective board         12N-m(1.2262kgf-m) 

Exhaust pipe joint nut                               18N-m(1.8393kgf-m) 

23. Right B post interior 

24. Rear backrest board 

25. Rear backrest 

26. Left handrail 

27. Seat 

28. Rear cover of handlebar 

29. Seat cushion pad 

30. Speedometer cover 

31. Front inner cover 

32. Center cover 

33. Footstep board 

12. Under cover 

13. Right center cover 

14. Rear fender 

15. Rear side cover 

16. Taillight cover 

17. Trunk cover 

18. Trunk top cover 

19. Right B post exterior 

20. Rear windshield 

21. Under top cover 

22. Lower top cover 

1. Front windshield 

2. Right A post interior 

3. right A post exterior 

4. Front cover of handlebar 

5. Right trunk cover 

6. Rearview mirror 

7. Front cover 

8. Front fender 

9. Front wheel fender 

10. Front side cover 

11. Front side panel 
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14.4 Rear windshield  

14.3 Front windshield  

Disassembling and installation. 

Disassemble the wiper.  

Disassemble the 12 screws of the  

front windshield.  

 

 

 

 

Remove the front windshield.  

The steps of installation are reversed  

 

Disassembling and installation. 

 

Disassemble the two nut of the wiper.  

 

 

Disassemble the water pipe.  

Remove the wiper.  

 

The steps of installation are reversed.  

14.3 Front wiper 

Disassembling and installation 

Disassemble the 9 screws of the  

rear windshield.  

 

Remove the rear windshield.  

The steps of installation are reversed.  

 

Warning: Be careful when disassembling the front  

and rear windshield because they  are fragile 
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14.5 Left and Right A post exterior 

14.4 Left and Right A post interior 

Disassembling and installation 

Remove the left A post interior.  

Disassemble the screw of the left  

A post exterior.  

Remove left A post exterior.  

 

 

 

 

The steps of disassembling the right  

A post exterior is the same as the 

 left B post exterior.  

 

The steps of installation are reverse  

to the disassembling steps. 

  

Disassembling and installation 

Remove the front windshield.  

Disassemble the 5 screws of the left  

a post interior.  

 

Remove the left A post interior.  

     

 

 

 

The steps of disassembling the right A post  

interior is the same as the left B post interior.  

The steps of installation are reversed. 
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14.5 Left and Right B post interior 

Disassembling and installation 

Disassemble the A and B post interior.  

Disassemble the A post exterior.  

Disassemble the 6 bolts that hold  

the bracket of top cover.  

 

Remove the bracket of 

the top cover.  

 

The steps of  

installation are  

reversed 

Disassembling and installation 

Disassemble the A and B post interior.  

Disassemble 18 screws of the lower top cover.  

Remove the lower top cover.  

Remove the upper top cover 

The steps of installation are reversed.  

Disassembling and installation 

 

Disassemble the rear windshield.  

Disassemble 4 screw of the left  

B post interior.  

 

The steps of Disassembling the right  

B post interior is the same as the left  

B post interior.  

 

The steps of installation are reverse  

to the Disassembling steps. 

14.6 Bracket of top cover 

14.6 Lower top cover and upper top cover 
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14.8 Front cover of handlebar  

14.7 Rearview mirror 

The rider can adjust the mirror to 

 different angle.  

 

Warning: Do not adjust the mirror  

when riding.  

Disassembling and installation 

Disassemble the 2 bolts of the 

 rearview mirror.  

 

Disconnect the connectors of the  

rearview mirror.  

Remove the rearview mirror.  

 

Disassemble the 2 nuts of the bracket and re-

move the rearview mirror bracket.  

 

The steps of installation are reversed.  

Disassembling and installation        /       Remove the left and right B post interior.  

Remove the bracket of the top cover.        /        Remove the left and right B post exterior.  

The steps of installation are reversed. 

Left and Right B post exterior 

14.7 Front Cover 

Disassembling and installation 

Disassemble the 4 screws of the front cover.  

Remove the front cover.  

The steps of installation are reversed. 

Disassemble the bolt of the front  

cover of handlebar.  

Remove the front cover of handlebar.  

The steps of installation are reversed. 

Disassembling and installation 

Disassemble the 4 screws of the front 

cover of the handlebar. 
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14.9 Warning light switch cover 

14.9 Left and Right glove compartment  

14.8 Rear cover of handlebar 

Disassembling and installation 

Disassemble the screw of the warning light cover.  

Disconnect the connector of the warning light.  

Remove the warning light cover.  

 

 

Press the two clips of the warning light switch 

and remove the warning light switch.  

 

 

The steps of installation are reversed.  

Disassembling and installation  

Disassemble the bolt of the rear cover  

of handlebar.  

 

Remove the front cover of handlebar.  

     

 

 

 

 

Disassemble the bolt of the parking brake lever 

and remove the parking brake lever.  

Remove the rear cover of handlebar.  

The steps of installation are reversed. 

Left and Right glove compartment 

Disassembling and installation 

Disassemble the 6 screws of the left  

glove compartment.  

Remove the left glove compartment.  

The steps of disassembling the right glove compart-

ment are the same as the left glove compartment.  

The steps of installation are reversed. 
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Disassembling and installation 

Remove the front cover and rear cover of handlebar.  

Remove the front windshield.  

Disassemble the 9 screws of the speedometer cover.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Disassemble the 2 electrical connectors of  

the speedometer.  

Disassemble the cable of the speedometer.  

Remove the speedometer cover.  

The steps of installation are reversed.  

 

 

 

 

 

Disassemble the 4 screws of the speedometer.  

Remove the speedometer. 

      

  

 

Disassemble the 2 screws of the left and right 

 trunk cover.  Remove the right trunk cover.  

 

 

Disassemble the 2 screws of the trunk lock 

 and remove the lock.  

14.10 Speedometer cover 
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Front side panel 

 

Disassembling and installation 

 

Disassemble the front side cover.  

 

Disassemble the 2 bolts of the left front side panel. 

Disassemble the 2 screws of the left and right trunk cover.  

Remove the right trunk cover.  

 

 

 

 

Disassemble the 2 screws of the trunk lock and remove the lock.  

 

 

 

 

Disassembling and installation 

Remove the front cover.  

Remove the speedometer cover.  

Disassemble the 12 screws of the front side cover. 

      

Disassemble the 2 screws of the front side cover.  

Remove the front side cover.  

The steps of installation are reversed.  

14.11 Front side cover 

14.12 Front side panel 
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Disassemble the bolt of the seat.  

Remove the seat. 

Disassembling and installation 

Remove the front side cover.  

Remove the front side panel.  

Disassemble the bolt of the front inner cover.  

Disassemble the 4 screws of the  

front inner cover.  

Remove the front inner cover.  

 

The steps of installation are reversed. 

 

 

Disassemble the 6 screws of the left  

front side panel. 

 

Remove the left front side panel.  

 

The steps of disassembling the right front side 

panel are the same as the left front side panel.  

 

The steps of installation are reversed.  

14.13 Front inner cover 

14.14 Seat 
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There are three inner pads to the trunk.  

The pads are made of fabric. So make sure not to 

put things over 5kg in the trunk.  

 

Open the trunk cover. 

 Disassemble all the screws of the pads.  

 

Remove the pads.  

     

Disassemble the 4 screws of trunk cover.  

Remove the trunk cover.  

 

 

 

 

Trunk lock bracket 

Disassemble the 3 screws of the trunk  

lock bracket.  

Remove the trunk lock bracket. 

14.15  Inner pads of the trunk 

14.14 Trunk cover 
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Disassembling and installation 

 

Remove the backrest.  

Remove the strip of the trunk.  

Disassemble the 7 screws of the trunk 

top cover. 

14.16 Trunk top cover  

Disassembling and installation 

 

Disassemble the 2 bolts of the left handrail.  

 

Remove the left handrail and the 

 left handrail bracket.  

    

Disassemble the screw of the left handrail 

bracket and remove the bracket from  

the handrail.  

 

The steps of installation are reversed. 

Disassembling and installation 

Open the trunk cover and remove the pads of 

the trunk.  

 

Disassemble the 4 screws of the rear backrest  

Remove the rear backrest.   

    

The steps of installations are reversed. 

14.16 Handrail 

14.15  Rear Backrest 
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Disassemble the 3 bolts of the trunk top cover.  Remove the trunk top cover.  

The steps of installation are reversed.  

 

 

Disassembling and installation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Remove the backrest.  

Remove the trunk top cover.  

Disassemble the 6 bolts of the rear backrest board. 

      

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Disassemble the 8 screws of the rear backrest board.  

Remove the rear backrest board.  

The steps of installation are reversed.  

 

 

   

  

Screw 

Screw 

14.17 Rear backrest board 
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Disassembling and installation 

 

Remove the seat, rear backrest  

and rear backrest board.  

 

Disassemble the 8 screws  

of the seat cushion pad. 

      

  

 

 

 

 

Disassemble the 4 bolts of  

the seat cushion pad.  

 

Remove the seat cushion pad.  

 

The steps of installation are reversed 

Disassembling and installation 

 

Disassemble the 4 screws of the  

taillight cover.  

     

 

 

 

 

Disconnect the 3 electrical connectors.  

 

Remove the taillight cover.  

 

The steps of installation are reversed. 

14.18 Seat cushion pad 

14.18 Taillight cover 
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Disassembling and installation 

 

Remove the rear side cover.  

 

Disassemble the 8 bolts of the center cover.  

 

 

 

Remove the left center cover, right center 

cover and the center cover.  

Disassembling and installation 

 

Remove the seat cushion pad.  

 

Disassemble the 3 screw of the right rear 

side cover.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The disassembling steps of the left rear 

side cover are more or less the same  

as the left rear side cover except  

that you should disassemble the  

seat lock when disassembling the  

left rear side cover. Disconnect the seat 

lock cable.  

 

Remove the left rear side cover.  

 

The steps of installation are reversed. 

14.20 Center cover 

14.19 Rear side cover 
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 Disassembling and installation 

Remove the center cover and the front inner cover.  

Disassemble the 4 bolts of the footstep board.  

Remove the footstep board.  

     

The steps of installation are reversed.  

Disassemble the 4 screws.    

Remove the left center cover, right center cover and the center cover.  

The steps of installation are reversed. 

14.21 Front fender & Front wheel Fender 

14.21 Footstep board 

Disassembling and installation  

Disassemble the 5 bolts of the front fender.  

Remove the front fender.  

    

Disassemble the 2 bolts of the front wheel fender.  

Remove the front wheel fender.  

The steps of installation are reversed. 
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Disassembling and installation  

 

Disassemble the 11 bolts of the rear fender.  Remove the rear fender.  

 

The steps of installation are reversed.  

14.22 Rear fender 

14.22 Under cover  

Disassembling and installation 

 

Remove front side panel.  

 

Disassemble the 4 bolts of the 

 under cover.  

Remove the under cover.  

 

The steps of installation are reversed. 
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15.2 Maintenance introduction  

Warning 

 

•    The battery may release gases that will cause explosion; make sure there are no sparks, or flames 

near the battery. Make sure that the battery is in a well ventilated room when re-charging.  

•    The battery contains an acid electrolyte. If the electrolyte touches the skin or eye, it will cause se-

vere burning.  

•    Wash your hands thoroughly if you touch the electrolyte.  

      -    In case your eyes touch the electrolyte, wash your eyes for at least 14 minutes and then see a 

doctor.  

•    The electrolyte is poisonous. If you have swallowed the electrolyte, you need drink a great deal of 

milk at once, and then see a doctor immediately.  

•    Keep children away from the battery! 

•    Make sure the ignition switch is off before disassembling any of the electrical components.  

     

Attention 

•    When the kill switch is on, connecting or disconnecting of a terminal post or a wire connector may 

cause damage to the electrical components.  

•    If your motorcycle will not be in use for a long time, take out the battery and put it in a cool and dry 

place after charging. In order to obtain the longest service life, charge your battery every 2 weeks.  

•    If it requires keeping the battery on your motorcycle, make sure that you disconnect the negative 

wire from the post of the battery.  

 

Notes 

Make sure to replace your battery when it has reached the end of its service life.  

 

Attention 

•    The battery of this motorcycle is service free battery, and there is no need to remove the battery cap 

while charging.  

•    In case your battery is over charged or charged insufficiently or has not been charged for a long pe-

riod, it may cause damage to your battery. And at the same time it may shorten the battery’s service 

life. Even in regular service condition, your battery may be bad after 2~3 years.  

•    After the battery is charged, the voltage will return to normal. But in over loading conditions, the 

battery voltage may drop rapidly and even discharged completely. In these circumstances, it is often 

misunderstood that the charging system is out of order. The overcharge of the battery often causes a 

failure to the battery itself and therefore over charge effect may occur. If one cell of the battery is re-

duced and the voltage does not rise, the rectifier may supply and overage voltage to the battery. In this 

circumstance, the liquid level of the electrolyte will immediately drop.  

•    Prior to the examination and repair of the charging system, check if the battery is correctly used and 

maintained. Check if the battery is in a frequent overloading working state, for instance, the headlamp 

and the rear lamp are switched on for a long time when the motorcycle is not in use.  

•    The battery may self-discharge when the motorcycle is not in use. Therefore, the battery should be 

charged every 2 weeks, so as to prevent battery from sulphidizing.  
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Items       Standard values  

Battery (Capacity)     12V9Ah  

Battery (Normal charging)    0.7A´5~10h  

Battery (Fast charging)    3.0A´1h  

Rectifier (Type)     Rectifier with AC voltage regulation  

Regulator (Voltage regulation)   14.0~15.0V/5,000rpm  

Magneto       

(Charge coil resistance (20°C/68°F))   0.5~1.5W  

Magneto (Power of output)    80~100kW/5,000rpm  

 

Tool  

Multimeter 

15.3 Troubleshooting Battery overcharged 

•    Rectifier failure  

•    Batter insufficiently charged 
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Notes: 

When charging the battery and for obtaining accurate test data, make sure to charge it fully and 

maintain it in good condition.  
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15.6 Battery  

Disassembling and Installation 

 

Remove the screws and open the battery cover. 

     

Remove the negative wire cable first and then remove the 

positive wire cable from the battery.  

 

Remove the battery.  

 

The steps of installation are reversed. 

 

Note 

Please follow the instructions on the warning label of the 

battery.  

 

Checks: Check the battery charging condition by measuring 

the voltage between the terminal posts.  

 

Please charge the battery if the voltage between the  

terminals posts is lower than 12V.  

 

Charging 

Connect the positive (+) wire cable of the charger to  

positive (+) terminal post of the battery.  

 

Connect the negative (-) wire cable of the charger to  

negative (-) terminal post of the battery. 

   

Warning 

•    The battery may produce hydrogen gas that will easily 

trigger and explosion. Do no smoke near the battery and no 

sparks or flames are allowed especially when the battery is 

being charged.  

•    Please switch on or switch off the charger power and do not switch on or switch off battery post 

terminal power. In case you disconnect or connect the battery terminal wire cables while charging, 

sparks may burst forth and ignite flammable gas. 

•    It is required to take out the battery when charging. If you do not take out the battery when 

charging, the electrolyte may splash on the motorcycle body and corrode the components on the 

frame.  

 

Attention 

When the ignition switch is on and the electric current exists, connecting or disconnecting the ter-

minal post or a plug may cause damage to the electrical installation. 

     

Reexamine the battery voltage after charging. And recharge the battery if necessary. Please replace 

with a new battery if the battery voltage is lower than 12V. 
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15.8 Charging system check 

Leakage Test 

Switch off the ignition switch, remove the earth (-) wire of the 

battery.  

 

Connect the multimeter (current pole) (+) stick to the earth 

wire and the multimeter (current pole) (-) stick to battery (-) 

terminal post.  

 

Switch of the ignition switch and check if the current leakage 

exists.  

 

Notes 

 While using a multimeter to measure the electric current, 

 adjust the multimeter to a higher value range, and then  

select a suitable range and adjust the value range to this level. 

The electric current higher than the selected value range, may 

burn out the fuse of the multimeter.  

 Do not switch on the ignition switch when measuring  

current. The unexpected current surge may blow the 

fuse  

of the multimeter.  

 

Rated current leakage amount:  

0.1mA (maximum value).  

Incase the current leakage exceeds the rated value, a 

short circuit may occur. 

Locate the short circuit by removing the wire connec-

tors one by one and measure the current. 

       

 

Voltage regulation / Amperage checking  

 

Warning 

•    If the engine must be running in the operation, please keep in mind: The site must be well venti-

lated. Do not start your engine in an enclosed space.  

•    The waste gas contains carbon monoxide. 

 

 

Start the engine until it reaches its working temperature and then switch off the ignition switch.  

 

Connect the multimeter that has been connected between the battery terminal posts.  

 

Start the engine and gradually increase the engine speed, then measure the voltage.  

 

Voltage Regulation: 14.—15.0V/5,000rpm 
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15.9 Rectifier 

System Check  

Remove the foot pedal.  

Take out the rectifier.  

Remove the connector of the rectifier.  

 

Check if any terminal posts of the plugging 

seat are loose or corroded.  

     

Measure the following items in respect to 

 the  wires and wire connector connection.  

 

Items Terminal posts Standard values  

Battery charging circuit Red (+) and green (-)  Should stand the battery voltage   

Ground circuit Green and body connected to earth No interruption of onstate  

Charge coil circuit Yellow and yellow 0.5-1.5Ω (20°C/68°F)   

  

In case any items do not conform to the standard value, please check the individual component, 

replace or repair any open or short circuit or poor earth 

connection.  

 

If all the above items are correct,  

please check the rectifier. 

     

 

System inspection 

If the circuit is normal, and the connector wires  

on the plugging seat are not loose, please check  

the rectifier system by measuring the resistance  

between terminal posts. 

 

In case the resistance value between the terminal posts 

 is not normal, please replace the rectifier system.  

 

Disassembling 

Remove the foot-pedal. (see chapter 14) 

Remove the wire connector of the rectifier.  

Remove the bolt.  

Remove the rectifier system.  

 

 

 

The steps of installation are reversed. 
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16.2 Maintenance introduction  
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16.3 Troubleshooting 

Please check the following items before making diagnosis of the system failure:  

-    Whether the spark plug connecting cable or the spark plug cap came loose.  

-    Whether water has entered the spark plug cap. (Voltage leakage of ignition secondary).  

-    The connector of the ignition system is loose or has poor contact. 

Warning 

 When checking the ignition system, follow the steps as stated in the troubleshooting sequence chart. 

       (please refer this chapter)  

 

 Dropping of the electronic ignition (CDI) device may cause damage to the device. When an electric  

       current is passing and if you remove the wire connector, the overage voltage may also damage the    

       device. Prior to performing maintenance and service, make sure to switch off the ignition switch.  

 

 As the ignition Control device is nonadjustable, if the Ignition timing is incorrect, please check  

       the system components and replace any faulted components.  

 

 The ignition system failure is associated with poor contact or corrosion of the wire connector.  

       Please check the connecting wires before performing any further operations.  

 

 Please use spark plugs of eligible temperature range. The use of ineligible spark plug may  

       cause damages to the engine.  

 

•    For the disassembling and installation of the magneto, refer to Chapter 9.  

 

Items         Standard Values  

 

Spark Plug (Standard)      A7RTC  

Spark plug cap       0.6-0.7mm(0.0236²-0.0275²)  

Ignition coil (Primary coil resistance (20°C/68°F))   0.1-0.5Ω  

Ignition coil (Secondary coil Resistance (20°C/68°F) 

 with a spark plug cap)      6.5-9.8Ω  

Ignition coil (Secondary coil Resistance (20°C/68°F)  

without a spark plug cap)      2.7-3.5Ω  

Ignition coil (Peak voltage)      100V (minimum value)   

Pulse generator (Resistance (20°C/68°F))    50-200 Ω  

Pulse generator (Peak voltage (20°C/68°F))     0.7V (minimum value)   

Ignition source coil (Resistance (20°C/68°F))   300-400 Ω  

 

Tools: Multimeter 

Warning 

If the engine must be running during maintenance, the site should be well ventilated. Do not run your  

engine in a closed space. The waste gas contains carbon monoxide. Start the engine in an open room or a 

room with a waste gas exhausting system. 
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16.6 Check of ignition system 

Primary peak voltage of the ignition coil  

Notes 

•    It is required to check all the connecting wires of the ig-

nition system before checking the primary peak voltage of 

the ignition coil. In the event that the system has an open 

circuit, the measured peak voltage value will be wrong.  

•    Check the cylinder pressure when the spark plug and 

spark plug cap have been correctly installed on the cylinder. 

If the peak voltage is measured at a low-pressure condition, 

the voltage reading would be higher than the actual voltage.  

        Remove the spark plug cap from the spark plug.  

Connect a new spark plug to the spark plug cap and firmly 

mount them to the engine.  

   Connect the peak voltage commutator to the ignition coil.  

Attention  

•    Do not break the primary wire of the ignition coil.  

•    Start the engine by the starting motor and at the same 

time, measure the peak voltage of the ignition primary coil.  

    Connect wire: black/yellow (-) and earth connection (+).  

Peak voltage: 100 V (minimum value)  

 

To avoid electrical shock, do not touch the Multimeter indi-

cator when measuring the peak voltage.  

 

In case the result of the measurement is beyond the specified range, please do the following operations 

(please refer to this chapter):   

 

-    Check of the ignition coil (please refer to this chapter)  

-    Check if an open circuit or short circuit exists between CDI and ignition coil. 

Notes 

 Before measuring the peak voltage, if no spark is  

      observed at the spark plug position, please check the 

      contact of each connecting unit if it is loose or in  

       poor contact.  

 Use a special digital Multimeter or a digital  

       Multimeter commercially available  

       (resistance 10M Ω/DCV minimum value) 

 The readings of the multipurpose verifier vary  

        with its internal resistance.  

 In case in Imrie diagnostic check device (model 625)  

       is used, please follow the manufacturer’s  

       instruction manual.   

Connect the peak voltage commutator to the Multimeter.  

Tools      

       An Imrie diagnostic check device (model 625) or a peak voltage commutator of a commercially  

        available multimeter. 
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Check the Ignition Pulse Generator  

 

Notes 

 Measure the peak voltage while adding  

      pressure to the cylinder.  

•    Place the spark plug to the cylinder head.  

 

Remove the 4 wires (4P) connector of the 

 capacitor discharge ignition (CDI) device.  

Connect the peak voltage commutator to the 

wire side of the wire connector.  

Connecting wire: blue/yellow (+) and green (-).  

 

Start the engine by the starting motor and, at the 

same time, measure the peak voltage of the  

ignition pulse generator.  

 

Peak voltage: 0.7 V (minimum value) 

 

Warning 

For fear of electrical shock, do not touch the 

measure meter indicator when measuring the 

peak voltage.  

 

 

In case the result of the measurement is beyond 

the specified range, please do the following  

operations.  

 

Measure the peak voltage at the 3 wires (3P) 

connector of the magneto and make the records.  

 

Connector: Blue/yellow (+) earth connection (-).  

 

Peak voltage: 0.7V (min) 

Compare the peak voltages measured at four wires (4P) connector of the capacitor-discharge ignition 

(CDI) device with the peak voltage at 3 wires (3P) connector of the magneto.  

 

In case the peak voltage at the magneto is normal while the peak voltage at electronic ignition (CDI)  

device is abnormal, the following failures may possibly exist: 

•    Open circuit exists in some locations of the wire of the ignition pulse generator.  

•    The connecting unit of the magneto has got loose.  

 

In case both the two peak voltages are abnormal, it may be:  

•    The ignition pulse generator that has a failure and it is required to be checked.    
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Please make the following checks if the failure is not 

severe or only if it does not spark:  

    Notes 

 According to the troubleshooting instructions on  

       page 16-2, check each component step by step  

       and the wiring of the system. 

 This method does not include checking of the  

       ignition timing advance system at the electronic  

       ignition (CDI) device.  

 

Check the spark plug before checking the system.  

Remove the wire connector of the electronic ignition 

(CDI) device and check if they are connected loosely or 

if the terminal posts are corroded.  

 

Measure the resistance, conductivity and break over 

voltage between the terminal posts at the wire side according to the following sequence: 

 

Items       Terminal posts   Standard Values (20°C/68°F)  

Ignition primary coil wiring    Black/yellow - green    0.1-0.5 Ω  

Ignition source coil     Black/red - green   300-400 Ω  

Pulse generator coil wiring    Black/red - green   50-200 Ω  

Ignition switch is in ON position   Black - green     Battery voltage   

Ignition switch is in OFF position   Black - green    No break-over  

Ground circuit      Green-body connected  

      to ground wire   Break-over  

16.10 Ignition coil  

16.9 Check of electronic ignition (CDI) system 

Checking 

 

Remove the seat storage compartment (see chapter 14).  

Remove the primary terminal post of the ignition coil.  

Measure the primary resistance of the ignition coil.  

     

 

Standard value: 0.1-0.5Ω (20°C/68°F) 

 

 

Remove the spark plug cap from the spark plug and measure the  

secondary resistance between the ignition terminals and the  

spark plug cap.  
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Standard value: 6.5-9.8kΩ (20°C/68°F) 

 

If the resistance is (open circuit), remove the spark plug cap and 

measure the secondary resistance as illustrated in the drawing.  

 

Standard value: 2.7-3.5kΩ (20°C/68°F) 

 

 

Disassembling/Assembling 

Remove the seat storage compartment. (see chapter 14)  

Remove the spark plug cap.  

Remove the wire connector of the ignition coil.  

Remove the bolts and the ignition coil.  

 

 

The steps of installation are reversed. 

16.11 Pulse generator 

Checking 

 

Notes 

It is not necessary to remove the pulse generator from 

the engine.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Remove the wire connector of the electronic ignition 

(CDI) device.  

 

 

 

 

 

Measure the resistance between blue/yellow and green 

terminal posts.  

Standard value: 50-200Ω (20°C/68°F)  
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In case the result of a measurement is beyond the 

specified range, remove the terminal post of the 

pulse generator and measure the resistance between 

blue/yellow and earth connection.  

 

Standard value: 50-200Ω (20°C/68°F) 

 

 

 

 

In case the resistances still exceeds the specified 

value, please replace the pulse generator.  

(see paragraph 9)      

  

 

 

 

 

Ignition source coil checking 

 

Remove the wire connector of the capacitor-

discharge-ignition (CDI) device, measure the resis-

tance between black/red and green connector.  

 

Standard value: 300-400Ω (20°C/68°F) 

 

 

 

 

 

Incase the measured values exceed the specified 

range, disconnect the connector connecting the out-

put end of the ignition source coil with the main 

cable, and measure the resistance value between 

the black red and green earth connection.  

 

Standard value: 300-400Ω (20°C/68°F) 

 

 

In case the resistances still exceed the specified 

value, please replace the ignition source coil.     
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17.2 Maintenance introduction  

General  

Warning 

•    Before performing any maintenance to the starting motor, switch off the ignition switch.  

•    Disassemble the starting motor while the engine it still in the frame.  

•    An undercharged battery may not be able to run the engine. 

•    When the engine has not yet been started, if the electrical current passes through the starting motor and 

makes it run, the starting motor may be damaged.  

•    When checking the electrical starting system, please check each of the components and wiring of the 

system according to the troubleshooting illustration drawing (see chapter 17).  

     

Specifications    unit: mm(in) 

 

Item        Standard value    Service limit  

Brush length of the starting motor    11.00-11.05 

       (0.433-0.435″)     6.5(0.2559²)  
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17.2 Troubleshooting  

Starting motor slow running 

•    Insufficient power of the battery    •    The battery terminal cable is not in good contact 

•    Starting motor cable is not in good contact. Starting motor failure 

The starting motor runs but the engine doesn’t.  

•    The starting motor runs in a reverse direction.  

      -    Incorrect assembly of the crankcase      -    Incorrect connection of the terminal posts 

•    Starting clutch failure     •    Starting driven wheel damages       •    Starting idle wheel damage      

Starting relay has “click” sounds, but the engine does not run.  

•    The crankshaft does not move due to the mechanical failure inside the engine.  

 

Tool: Multimeter 

The starting motor is unable to run. 

•    Please check the following items before making any check of the system failure.  

 -    If fuse (15A) burns out.  -    If wire cable connection between the battery and starting motor gets loose.  

      -    If the battery has been discharged. 
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17.6 Starting motor 

   

Disassembling  

 

Warning 

Before performing any maintenance and service to the starting 

motor, set the ignition switch to “OFF” position, and remove  

the negative terminal wire cable at the battery.  

     

 

 

Remove the rear fender (see chapter 14)  

 

 

Remove the dust cover, wire cable screws and cable of the  

starting motor.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Take out the starting motor and the O-ring.      

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

Disassemble in the following order:  

Armature 

Washer 

Shield ring 

Brush spring 

 

 

Notes 

While disassembling, please mark the washer and shield ring 

 positions so as to mount them back to their original positions.  
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Checking 

Check if the Rectifier bars are discolored. In case the Rectifier 

bars are discolored in pairs, it indicates that the starting motor 

housing inside the earthed armature coil must be replaced.  

 

 

 

Check the breakover between the Rectifier bar and armature 

shafts where there should be no breakover.  

 

 

 

 

Check the breakover between the Rectifier bars where there 

should be a breakover.      

  

 

Check if there is conductivity between the wire cable terminal 

post and the brush (including the white enveloped wire or 

 insulated brush clamp).  

 

 

 

There should be a breakover between wire cable terminal post 

and insulation brush (white enveloped wire.) There should be no 

breakover between wire cable terminal post and grounded brush 

and brush clamp. 

 

 

 

Check if there is conductivity between the front cover and the 

brush (including the white enveloped wire or insulated brush 

clamp). 

 

 

 

 

There should be no conductivity here.  

 

Check the brush for any damage and measure the brush length.  

Service limit: 6.5mm (0.26 in)  

 

 

 

Check for any wearing or damages that have been caused to the 

front cover sliding bearing and dust sealing rings. 
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Install the brush into the brush clamp.  

Please install as per the following sequence:  

-    Shield ring      -    Washer 

 

Brush spring  

 

Notes:  Make sure to mount the shield ring, washer to the cor-

rect positions as marked while removing.  

 

Armature  

-    O-ring       -    Starting motor housing  

 

Notes 

 While installing the motor housing, let the motor  

       housing line up with the notch on the front hull.  

 When installing the motor housing, the armature may slip  

       off from the front hull due to the attraction of the magnet. 

        Please hold the armature firmly with your hand.  

 

Please install according to the following sequence:  

-    Washer  

-    Positioning board  

-    O-ring 

-    Starting motor assembly screw 

 

Put the starting motor assembly screw and screw it down. 
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Assembly 



17.11 Starter relay  

Place the ignition switch in “ON” position push the starting 

button and check whether “clatter” sounds come out from 

the starting relay 

 

If no “clatter” sounds come out from the starting relay, 

please check the voltage and conductivity.  

 

 

 

Checking  

Voltage 

Measure the voltage between the yellow/red starting relay  

2 wires (2P) connector terminal post and body earth  

connection.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

When you push down the starting button and at the same 

time the ignition switch is in “ON” position, and the  

braking handle is pulled, the battery voltage should turn up.  

 

Remove the starting relay 2 wires (2P) connector.  

 

Check the voltage between the starting relay 2 wire (2P) 

green/yellow terminal post and body earth connection.  

 

When the ignition switch remains at “ON” position, and 

pulling the braking handle, the battery voltage  

should appear here.  

 

Operation 

Connect the fully charged 11 battery to the yellow/red and 

green/yellow terminal posts of the starting relay switch.  

 

 

Test the breakover between the thick terminal posts  

of the Starting relay.  

 

There should be a breakover. 
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18.2 Troubleshooting 

When the engine is working but the lights are not lighting up.  

•    Bulb is damaged     •    Switch is damaged 

•    Open circuit of the wire   •    Short circuit of the wire 

•    Wire connection is incorrect 

     

The light is on but dim 

•    Magneto failure    •    Too big resistance of the electric wire or switch with  

•    Rectifier failure   •    Battery power deficiency or damages  

- Please pay attention to 

the following items when 

you replace  

Headlight bulbs:  

  -Put on clean gloves 

when you replace the 

Headlight bulbs. Do not 

touch the bulb with your 

finger. It may leave 

stains on the bulb and 

cause local overheating 

and bulb cracking.  

In case you touch the 

bulb with your finger 

with no gloves on, please 

use a piece of clean cloth 

and clean the bulb with 

alcohol so as to avoid 

any early failure of the bulb.  

     -    Be sure to reinstall the dust cover when you have replaced the bulb.  

•    All the wires are made with color marks. Please observe the color marks before disconnecting the 

wires.  

•    In order to find a power failure, you should check the breakover of the corresponding portions of the 

electric circuit. It is not necessary to remove the portion from the motorcycle when you make a breakover 

check of the electric circuit, but just disconnect the same circuit and connect a multimeter to the electrode 

or to the wire connector.  

 

Tools 

Multimeter 

18.2 Maintenance introduction  
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18.3 Headlight/front turning light 

 

Disassembling and installation 

 

Remove the front cover and the speedometer cover. 

 (see chapter 14) 

 

 

 

Disassemble the 2 bolts of the headlight.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Disassemble the 2 screws of the headlight.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Disassemble the 2 connectors of the headlight.      

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Remove the headlight.  

 

The steps of installation are reversed. 
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18.4 Taillight/brake light/rear turning light  

Disassembling and installation 

 

Remove the taillight cover. (see chapter 14) 

 

Disassemble 4 screws of the taillight and 

remove the taillight.  

 

The steps of installation are reversed.       

  

     

Bulb replacement  

The taillight light bulb can be pulled out  

directly. 

 

Disassemble the 2 screws of the rear turning 

light and remove the rear turning light bulb.  

Bulb replacement  

Remove the speedometer cover. (see chapter 14) 

Remove cover of the headlight  

 

 

Turn the headlight counter-clockwise for a certain angle 

and remove the headlight bulb.  

 

See if the headlight bulb is in good working order replace 

it if it is broken.  

 

Remove the position light bulb.  

See if the position light bulb is in good working order  

replace it if it is broken.  

 

 

Adjustment of the headlight angle  

Remove the speedometer cover. (see chapter 14)  

Adjust the headlight angle by turning the two adjusting 

screws.  

 

Front turning light 

The replacement of the front turning light refers to the 

chapter 14.  
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18.5 Wiper motor 

18.5 License plate light 

 

Disassembling and Installation 

 

Disassemble the front cover and the speedometer cover. 

(see chapter 14).  

 

Disassemble the 2 wiper motor nuts.  

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

Disassemble the 4 bolts of the wiper motor 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Disassemble the connector of the wiper motor.  

Remove the wiper motor.  

 

 

 

 

The steps of installation are reversed.  

Disassemble the 2 screws of the license plate light.  

Remove the license plate light.  
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18.6 Ignition switch  

18.6 Horn 

Disassembling and installation 

 

Remove the speedometer cover.  

Remove the front cover of handlebar and rear cover of 

handlebar. (see chapter 14) 

 

Disassemble the 2 screws of the ignition.  

     

 

Disconnect the connector of the ignition switch.  

Remove the ignition switch.  

The steps of installation are reversed.       

  

 

Check  

Check the breakover between the two terminals  

of the circuit.  

 

The circuit that marked “O-O” in the table below 

 indicates the presence of the breakover. 

Disassembling and installation 

 

Disassemble the speedometer cover.  

(see chapter 14) 

 

Disassemble the bolt of the horn.  

 

Disassemble the connector of the horn.   

 

Remove the horn.      

 

The steps of the installation are reversed. 
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Remove front and rear cover of handlebar. (see chapter 14) 

 

Check the breakover between the two terminals of the circuit.  

 

The circuit that marked “O-O” in the table below indicates the presence of the breakover. 

18.7 Handlebar switch 
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19.1 Engine cannot be started or difficult to start 
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19.2 Engine is underpowered 

CONT. 
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19.4 Poor low-speed and idling performance  
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19.5 Poor performance at high speed 

19.5 Poor steering 
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